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ABSTRACT
r~his research compares the Assessment Centres and the
Career Path ApprecIation procedure used in the
aseessment of managerial potential for selection
purposes. The aims of the research are to conduct a
concurrent validation of the Career path. Appreciation
and to determine any redundancy of. the two
proce(.~ures and of the sllbprocedures of the
Appreciation.
Al:>sessmentCent:res are estab1.4 shed and accepted EtS a
valid procedures fol'. management potential
maaaur'emerrt , The Car('H,~rPath Appreciation is a
fairly new procedure with a small research base. The
Appreciation uses the Stratified systems Theory to
consm-uet; its validity.
The Appreoiation is more economioal to apply than
Assessment centres. Claims are made t.hat the
Appreciation oan replace Assessment Centres. Tho
value of this research is in the investigation of
this claim of redundancy.
The two procedures are administerG j to a sample of
319 senior management candi.dabee , The Spearman ranl~
correlation coefficient is applied to analvse tho
ordinal data.
Resul ts of. the analysi'3 show that thero are no
grounds fc:or the clain,s of redundancy. The concur-eerrt
validation of tho Appreciation shows that it probab:Ly
measur.os the same domain as Assessment centres.
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CHAPTER OliE
IN'l'RODU(JTION
1 • 1 INTRODUC'lIION
High level manpower i~ essential for economic and
social development and therefore the quality of life
of the population. It if) generally recognised that
there are inadequate numbers of high leVel manpower
available in southern ,Africa. It is also unknown to
which extent high level positions are filled with
unsuitably qualified people - whether in terms of
education, temperament or cognitive abilities.
In a reoent article in a daily newspaper, it is
suggested that 500 000 managers are needed in South
Africa by the year 2000 (Half a million, lSl92, p , 5).
The basis for the many projeotions such as these are
seldom known and the validity of the oalculations
seldom proven. In view of the awareness of manpOWer
quality shortages and of the importance of leadership
of 'the work-force in south Africa I impressive
statistics about the sittlation are not. offered.
Senior managers are needed to shape the futures of
organisations, to create visions that will guide
organisations and initiate strategic plam; to direct
growth and survival. Ever increasin~1ly in thf'.l
future, this will be the area where the real profH:.s
or losses will be created (Jaques, 1989, p. 28). The
quest for organisational leadership enjoys world··wide
.ttention (Zaleznik, 1989) and Southe~n Africa 11 not
1
an exception (Ball gng Asbury, 1989).
1.2 MANAGEMENT SELECT tON
1.2.1 Introduct~
Assessment of management potential for selection
purposes, especially senior management selection, is
an expensive and often time-consuming activity. Not
only is senior level manpower assessed I but highly
qualified manpower is often used to conduct the
aSSes.s>l\lent.Because senio;t'manaqer's play a deeisive
role ~n companies, the selection of this leval is
important and thorough assessment procedures are
employed.
Assessment Centres
The USe of Assessment Centres is a well established
means of assessment, especially for senior manpower.
Assessment Centres are often and widely used.
Research about th.eprocedure shows that the procedure
have good predictive validity. ASsessment Centres
have high face~validitYI enjoy wide publicity and
provide an opportunity to test on a nan-
dis::riminatory basis (Baker illl!i stamp, 1990, p. 3 and
Friedman, lGS4, p. 13).
TWelve candidates participate in an Assessment Centre
over a period of three days. Thirteen different
dimensions of management behaviour are assessed.
Since some of the dimensions of managerial work
includes interaction \<1ith people lit is essentia.l in
th.e Observation of these dimensions to involve groups
2
of people in the assessment. The groups can be
composed of trained role-players and, as in this
case, the other centre participants. Together with
the three administrators of the centre six
experienced observers are involved in each centre.
Participation in an Assessment Centre cost R2 700 per
person.*
1.2.3 The career Path APpreciation
The Career Path APpreciation procedure has been used
world-wide for approximately twenty years and for
eight years in southern Africa. T1'1eresults of
.'longitudinal studies and other available research. .. .
.ho\'1high predictive validities (sta.mp, 1988a «
1989b) •
The Career Path Appreciation pl:'ocedureis based on
Jaques' work related to stratified systems tn
organisations and the cognitive complexity of work
(stamp, 1988a).
11'119 Career Path Appreciation procedure involves an
interview with a candidate by a qualified
administl.'ator. Adrninistl::'at.:i.ontakes approximately
two hours and it is currently available from the
Career Development Centre at RSOO.OO per Career Path
Appreciation.* Re~ident psychologists or other human
* This datiais obtained f'romthe Career DeVelopment
Centre, the institution used in this research.
Career Development Centre id a pseudonym for the
institution. The real name of this institution .ts
withheld to avoid any implication that may result
from this report. SUffice it to mention that the
Career Development Centre is a branch of one of 'the
largest corporations in southern Africa.
3
resources practitioners of many companies ar.etrained
to administer. the technique in-house, Groups are not
essential as the procedure is applied individually.
1.2.4
Baker iHIQ. stamp (1990) promote Career Bath
Appreciatiorl as a cost-effective altel:'native to
Assessment Cel'ltres. Their argument is based on the
high predictive validity of the Career Path
App::r.eciationfound in Stamp's (1988a) longitudinal
research. The comparison between the predictive
validity of the two procedures is, however, where
their reporte.d base for the argument stops. The
redundancy of the two procedures is not researched.
Tite status of the Career Path Apprecia.tion in
comparison with Assessment Centres can give an
indica.tion of its contribution to the assessment of
managerial potential. Formal local research in the
Career Path Appreciation procedure is currently
largely limited to the particip:ltion in the world-
wide longitudinal studias on the procedure by the
Brunel Institute of Organisa.tional and Social Studies
at Brunel Universi ty. This st\,l.dyis therefore not
only an attempt to identify the status of the Carecr
:Path Appreciation procedure I but also to contribute
to the local researoh base of the pr.ocedure.
Both procedures attempt to predict managerial
potential and development. The ~ssessment Centre
measucee managerial potential based on observations
of agreed-upon dimensions of managerial behaviour.
The. Career Path Appreciation procedure bases its
measurement of managerial potential on the
candidate's reported and apparently displayed use of
discretion in situations of relative uncertainty.
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1•3 THEAIMSOF 'l'HISRESEARCH
In this research a sample of 319 senielr manaqament;
c6.ndidates were exposed to both ter.hniques. The
r~~search aims to:
conduct a concurrent validation of the Career
Path APpreciatiotl procedure;
determine the redundancy of the Career Path
Appreciation and the Assessment Centre
procedure~
establish the relationship !..if both pzocaduces
with candidates' present job grades (a fac':,or
clearly associated with senior management).
investigate the relationship between the
different outcomes obtained within the career
Path Appreciation procedure,
1. 4 THEVALUEOF fl'llIS RESEARCH
'l'he Career Path Appreciation is still a relatively
new procedure in hUhlan resources potential
assessment I but it is growing rapidly. Baker.§!.t1.9.
Stamp's ( 195:)0) cl aims that the Career l?ath
Appreciation makes Assessment Centres red.undant.
This research aims to contribute in a responsible
manner to the research base of the Career Path
Appreciation. As far as could be established I the
validity of Career Path Appreciation outcomes has
never been tested in the manner tha.'!:. this research
project aims to do, namely comparing the Career Path
Appreciation results with the results of the
5
respected pr oc eduz e for management potential
assessment, the Assessment Centre. This research
project is therefore breaking net-1gX'oundby comparing
the Career Path Appreciation w:lt:.1.< an esta~lished
procedure and in doing so aims to establish the
Career Path Appreciation's concurrent Validity. At
the same time this research investigates the
possibility of the redundancy of the two procedures.
1.5 CHAPTERcONTEwrs
To provide an orientation to this report, the main
contents of the other chapters are ir.troduced.
chapte~ 2 contains a discussion of relevant prior
research. The credibility of both procedures is
established. since no prior research compares the
two procedures, the external validity of the
procedures was established by referring to studies
investigating similar factors.
The second Chapter brieflY introduces Jaques'
stratified systems Theory and its link with Career
Path Appreciation. TWofactors necessary to obtain
appropriate decision~making are discussed. These
factors aze the individual's range of capabilities
and the wo:tk challenges offered by an organisation.
The state of balance of the capabilities and the
Challenges is explained. Types of work capacity are
introduced.
Chapter 3 deals ~dth the research problems and
hypotheses and explains the research methodology. A
discussion of the sample and the reasons for and
application of the statistical analysis techniques
concludes the third chapter.
6
In Chapter 4 the results of the ana lys is are
presented ana interpreted.
Chapter 5 dd.s cu s s e.s the outcome of the study by
comparing the research results with the previous
studies and the underlying theoretical framework.
Chapter 6 concludes with a critical summary of the
investigation and recommendFl.tions for fUrther
research.
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CHAPTER TWO
SIGNIFICANT PRIOR RESEARCH
2.1 .INTRODUCTION
Xn this chapter I the results of prior research with
relevanoe to the field of study are presented. The
background of the development 0_' Assessment Centres
is disoussed. The theoretical base of the Career
Path APpreoiation is introduoed to explain the
meaning of the Appreciation's outcomes.
2.2 ASSESSMENT CENTRES
2. 2. 1 In-tradUction
TWoreferenoes introduce the rationale of Assessment
Centre technology. According to Williamson .9..rui
sohaa Lman (1980, quoted by Britz, 1984a, p , 16)
prediotion of future behaviour relies on the
"psyohodynami,c inference of unobservable constructs
••. drawn from observable behaviour".
The observable behaviour is the t :"'asio unit for
oonsideration" in potential assessment '7"at:hel: than
the oreation of hypotheses about hidden conutrructis
(suoh as motivation) of an individual (Godfried and
Kent, 1972, quoted by Britz, 1984a, p. 16).
According to l~sher .s.ru:! Soiarrino (1974, quoted by
Britz, 1984a, p. 16), samples of behaviour correlate
8
better with work behaviour than do tests.
Samples of behaviour form the basis of the Assessment
Centre procedure.
Many of the facts about the background of the
Assessment Centre procedure are obtained fron\Britz
(1984b). He d.evelopedthe Assessment Centre used in
this research and his work is often quoted.
The history of Assessment Centres in South Africa
goes back to the middle 1970s. By the beginning of
the 1980S a body that promot.ed and monitored
Assessment Centre technology in Soutn Africa was
formed. The procedure was by then well-developed
overseas and perceived as credible.
World-wide, since the beginning of the seventies,
more emphasis has been placed on ~ 'cientific (or at
least a re-sponsible tech~olo'::ld::al) ba.se for
managerial activities. During the seventies,
Assessment Centres, in use since the Second World
War, already had a firm research-base and a high
face-vaHdity which appealed to use-rs.
Assessment Centres call for the observation of
candidates Li, differ'ent work-related simulations.
Observation takes place by multiple assessors through
multiple assessments.
publicity about centres helped spread their
popularity as did the perception Qf lIculture-freedom"
of the procedure (in comparison with selection by
means of psychometric t~sting that wa~ frequently
contested in American courts).
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Moses (1975, quoted by Britz, 19P~a, p. 18) states
that an Assessment Centre should
consis·t:.of a standarcUsed ev aLua't Lcn of
behaviour based on multiple inputs. Multiple
trained ebservers and techniques are used .
.Judgements apout behavLoura are made I in part,
from specially develeped assessment situations.
Those judgements arE!poeled by the asSeSsors at
an evaluation meetLHJ during which all relevant
assessment data are reported and discussed, and
the aaaas soz-s ag1ee en the evaluatien and
dimensien of the oandidate and any overall
evaluation ti.cl.tis made.
The dosign requirements (summarised by Britz, 1984a,
p. 19) are therefore:
1 multiple assessment techniques, including
simulatien,
2 sp~~ciallYtrained ebservers,
3 the j.nteg1·ationof obeerv\..rs I information,
4 the separating ef fi.nal evaluation from
obl:lervationI
5 tested and relevant exercises to elicit specific
responses,
6 assessed dimensions which must be based on
relevant worll:,analysis,
techniques which must provide the information
needed to ass~ss.
Aocording to Britz (19840, p. :0), Assessment Centres
usa from three to 15 groupings of managerial
behaviour, called dimensions.
Bach dimension is observed in differont BXorcisoD by
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different observers. This increases the validity of
the observat.i.cmsbecause it restricts the influence
of possible personal hias by the indilidual observer.
In general the ratio of observers to partioipants is
one...to-two. A fUrther restriotion of individua3.bias
is that decisions are made on the basis of
obse:t'vationsby the whole group of observers.
Several s'l:udies(quoted by Edt:?, 1984a, p. 25-26)
researched the ability ~f psychologists; line
managers and non-professionals to act as observers.
vh·tually no differences in the rat.ings were found
(corrola,t:Lonsof 0.9;)). Other quotcrl studies show
that observers observe better after training. It is
therefore possible that the extensive training of
observers is essential for the sucoess of Assessment
Centres. Observers are also not allowed to observe
candidates who are their friends or who work in the
same dep;artmenl:.
Another possible source of error in Assessment
cant:r.esis t:hf't a participant I s performance can be
influenced, particularly in grQUp eXercises, because
of the presance of another individual. To combat
this, the centrs used in this study includes more
than one group exercise and the composition of groups
for each exercise is different.
'.t'hoAssessment Contra used in this research was
ori.ginally developed at the South African Transport
ServiCes M probably the largest users of Assessment
Centres in South Africa in the 19808. The centra
consists of a background interview, executive
council, analytical problem, counselling interview,
and an in-bash~t exercise. The focus of centres is
behuviour. Non-ability aspocts (such us motivation)
axe rated and buscd on l)ohuviour. In th.:l.Dregard,
Bray (1991, p. 7) points out that the interview f.orms
an important basis to which we can ~ompare behaviour.
Through the five exercises, thirteeh dimehsions are
evaluated, namely: self-development, initiative,
tenacity, analytical ability, judgement, flexibility,
l.ttilisationand devaLcpment; of.subordinates, empath"
decisiveness, task-atructuriug, reasoning power, oral
presJ:ntation,and planning and organising.
six observers, including three administrators I are
used to observe and then evaluate the behaviour of
twelve ~andidates.
2.2.3
The thirteen dimensions of managerial behaviour
observed at the Assessment Centre used in this study,
can be grouped in five management areas. The areas
were determined by factor analysi.sof the dimensions
and are therefore summary labels for groups of
observable behaviour.
The information sources pertaining to the dimensions
are Britz (19a4b) and the participant nobea of the
Assessment Cel'):t.ceat the Career Development Centre.
The CI(\moinationof the first three dimensions form
the management area of drive, i.e. self-motiVation:
1 Self-development = The degree to which a person
develops him/herself physically, mentally and
psychologically (in the corrcext; of the centre)
for a higher managerial position. Evidenoe of
the person's effort to see him or herself as a
manager and to develop as a manager will be
participation in communitz activities,
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management course attendanoe, and Lnvc.lvemerrc in
a conpxehensive reading programlne.011 management"
2 Ini tiati 'lie: '.rho ability f ingenui'ty I alaeri ty to
originate ideas I and initiate aoti v:tties wj:t'hout
Laing ut'ged on. 'rhe two aspects are abil.i ty and
willingness to initiate out of the person's own
accord and secondly, the resourcHfulness,
originality and oreativity of, foe instanoe,
problem"'solving and deoision-maJdn~r aoti vi ties.
TL is call s fot' pro-active behaviour I not
raactlve behaviour. The uncl~rlying causes of
problems must be addressed and not only the
~Jymptoms.
'1'e1'1£40:l. ty: A person 1s ability to persevere in
spite of opposition or obstaoles. Qual1tative
time and energy spent to complete a task. The
ef facti vene es and adaptabil i ty (not mere
repetl tion) of a strategy in the context of a
group may also oall for a compromise of personal
objec'l'!:I.vesin favour of group objactives.
The next combined set of three di,nlensions form the
management area of decision-making sk:l116. 'rhese
skills arc afton used in problematic and doubtful
situ.ations I or confliot.
4 AnalY'cical ability: 'ro grasp a problem and to
delvo to its l·OOt:. causes and analyse them. The
collac't;ing and analysing of relevant information
in all its braadth and depth is impor.tant. The
asking af penetrating questions in group
activities and the q1.1ick graspj.ng Of
impl.i,cations is evidence of analytical ability.
5 Judgement: A consideration of what the
13
consequences of a decd.s.Lortwill be I givas proof
of a good (positive consequences) or bad
(negativ« consequences) decision. Evidence of
judgemen't is in the consideration of
oonsequances and the tactful reaction to the
ideas of others.
Flexibility: This implies a readiness to
consider new ideas, methods or circumstances
versus dogmatic adherence to personal
standpoints• O~.;hercredible ideas may lead to
the adjt.lstmonLof p,arsonalviews.
The four dimensions that follow combine to form the
area of leadership. This is the ability to influence
the behaviour of others.
7 utilisation and development: Delegating so that
the subordinate is also responsible for the
final decisions. This gives subordinates the
oppo:rtunity co exercise their judgement and
initiutive. Training I job enrichment I and
similar principles are applied. Evidence of
this is seen in the manager's reaotion of giving
effect and credit to deserving suggestions.
8 Task structuring: Part of the process of
influencing others is to structure tasks in such
a way that the goals can be realised. It
relates to measures ensuring group effectiveness
and giving momentum to the modus operandi. This
must onhance confidenoe as well as ensuring
correot action.
9 Decisiveness: Firm and assertive decision-making
t\lithout unnecessary hesitation, also the
acc.optance of 't:.heresponsibility of the
14
consequences. The manner is assertlve, not
aggressive and not over-decisiveness that
resembles autocratiC!or dogmatic stances.
10 Empathy: A genuine and active concern for
others' needs and teelings. Personal
encouragemeht, recognition and appropriate
involvement can be used for motivatii.on,
The next two dimensions are communication sldl1s in a
one...to"'onesituation or formally in ~ group. This
area refers to qualitative and spontaneous
communication.
11 Reasoning power: The abil1ty to generate
convincing arguments spontaneously and to
achieve a pUrpose ~ in quantity and quality.
J.2 oral presentation: A prepared presentation o:c
flUent and logical speech which has impact on
the audd.ance,
The last dimension is the management area of
admJnistrative skills.
13 Planning and organising: This refers to longer
and shorter term objective-setting, priority
setting, development of alternatives, evaluo.tion
of alternatives and the choi.ce of tlle best
alternative , organising the scheduling of the
alternatives, co-ordination of activities, and
control through feedback is often associated
with the effectiVe use of a diary.
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2.2.4 !!h.emeasurement scale of Assessment Centre
dat_i:!
Li ttle is said about the status of the data of
Assessment centre measurement in prior r(~search
li terature.
All avadLabf.e studies, treat Assessment Centre data
as be long ing to the interval scale. In the
comprehensive meta-analysis of Assessment Centre
validity by Gaugler, Rosenthal, Thornton gnQ Bentson
(1987) , the issue of maasur ement; scale is not
mentioned. These authors state that some correction
of the statistics is necessary, but this was to
compensate for sample size and other differences
between studies in the meta-analysis.
Britz (1984a and 1984b) provldes a clue to the nature
of Assessment Centre data when he states that the
criteria scores are normally distributed ~n his study
of 670 managers. This does not refer to the
Assessl'ltent Centre scores on their own. •
All aVailable studies about Assessment Centl;'es use
parametric statistics which beJ.ong to interval
measurement scales. Ba.sed en the extent of the
resr.1arch., this is accepted as the norm. An
assumpt~ionsuch as this is in line with behaviouraJ.
science practice (Runyonaug Haber, 1984, p. 32),
~he reliabil:i,ty of Assessmept centres
Roaliability and validity ar e the factors of
objectivity (Anast'lsi, 1982, p. 26"'27). Reliability
l;'efel;'s to the consistency of soores of a test. A
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test is valid if it tests what it is supposed to be
testing.
ReJ.iabi 1 i ty is therefore an internal factor
determining the credibility ot the techniques used
and the results of the application of the techniques.
Reliabili ty is achieved if different assessors
achieve the same assessment results. Th~s is called
inter-assessor reliability. Britz (1984a, p. 31)
quotes studies that report correlations between
different assessors findings of 0.69 to 0.97.
To reach the AS::':AssmentCentre total score one of two
approaches applies. Assessors reach consensus about
the Assessment Centre total score or a a numerical
formula is used to calculate the total score from the
subscores. Studies show that the numerical technique
come to the same results as consensus 95% of the time
(Sackett s..ru:! Ryan, 1991, p , 18). The ccnsensus
method can therefore be replaced by the numerical
technique. This reliability makes it possible to usc
videotaped behaviour in cases Where all assessors are
not available on the same site.
Moses (1973, quoted by aritz, 1984a, p. 50) attempted
to determine the reliability of the Assessment Centre
procedure. TWO different Assesslnent Centres over a
period of time are compared with each other. A
correlation between overall performance 011 the two
centres is 0,73 for the total group.
According to sackett gng Ryan (1991, p. 19) there is
no valid evidence that coaching in Assessment C,·ntre
exercises, especially by ex-candidates, improves
resul ts. Mixed effects are recorded. The sane
authors state that reading ability seems to have an
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influence on the candidates' performance.
Several factors Were studied to determine the
reliabili ty of the Assessment Centre procedure. The
studie~ quoted here indicate acceptable reliability.
2.2.6 JJ:1.ter.nalvalid! t!£
An aspect that is closely associated with reliability
is internal validity.
A test is valid when it tests what it is supposed to
test (Anastasi, 1982, p. 27). For this purpose an
external criterion is usually used.
Internal validity is therefore a measure of th~
validi ty of a subtest where the cd terion used is an
internal criterion I namely another subtest. InternaJ.
validity determines if coherence among the subscoz ea
of a test exists.
Significant correlations for the internal validity 0'£
Assessment centres are found by Dulewicz, 'li'letcher
gog Wood (1983, p. 19). They correlate the exerCise
scores with the overall assessment rating. Their
:Eindings and that of Bray gog Grant (1966, quoted by
Dulewicz, At al., 1983) shows similar results.
Bray and Grant factor-analyse the inter-correlations
for two groups of management trainees. One group is
college graduates and the other group not. The
average communality is 0.64 (graduates) and 0.57 (not
graduated) . This consistency indicates intet'nal
validity. The significance level used was 0.001.
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2.2.7 External validity or criterion-referenced
validity
2.2.7.1 Introduction
A test is always an indication of something else
which is related to the test. Achieving high scores
on ~' Assessment Centre is not of importance. It is
only of :.mportance if it indicates that you will be
successful in the criterion, that is, be a successful
manager. If the test does not indicate, or predict
with a certain degree of accuracy, successful
behaviour in the c~iterion, thpn it is a waste of
time. For this very reason, corrcrover-syexists about
the value of academic examinations.
Test items need not always resemble behaviour to be
predicted. The empirical correspondence between the
test and the predicted behaviour must only correspond
empirically (Anastasi, 3.982, p. 23). In the case of
assessment centres, the test items res9b,1,1esthe work
situation closely. The Career Path Apprec....ation is
an intervie~ and claims to make use of at least one
work sampling technique. The test items do not
resemble the work situation closely.
criterion-related validation is an indication of the
effectiveness of a test in predicting an individual's
behaviour in a specific situation (Anastasi, l:::l82,
p. 137). For example a test for managerial potential
is measured against management job performance.
There are two types of criterion-related validation
(also called external validity): Predictive
validation and concurrent validation.
Ideally a predictive validat.ion is needed to
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establish the validity of any psychological procedure
aimed at predicting behaviour, The test results must
be validated against the criterion of actual
behaviour. Anastasi (1982, p. 137) describes the
time~interval between the prediction of the test and
the criterion situation as being longer when the
predictive validity is sought.
The criterion-referenced validity is thoroughly
discussed in this report to establish the credibility
of the Assessment centre. This is necessary because
the Assessment Centre results are used in this
research as the criterion fo~ a concurrent
validation.
2.2.7.2 Important general validation studies
about management potent~.al
Many studies compare Assessment centres r results t\fith
other procedures such as management appra.LeaLe and
with factors such as subsequent management success.
One of the most important studies on predictive
validity available was conducted at the American
Telephone and Telegraph company (AT&T). AT&T used
the Assessment centre procedure in 1956 to assess 422
employees. Two thirds were college graduates and one
third was non-college employees who were considered
for managerial positions. The importdnce of the
study lies in Bryan and Grant's report (1966 quoted
by Britz, 1984a, p , 46)/ that to minimise
contaminati,n, the rasu1ts were not announced, but
used for l:'e~earchpurposes only.
The result of this AT&T project are available. The
salary and job grading levels of those who were still
employed in 1965, are reflected in a study by
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Dunnette (1971, quoted by Britz, 1984a, p. 92). The
possible shortcoming of Dunnette's study is that by
1965 only 130 employees remained at A'1'&T. However,
of the remaining employees, 82% of the college
graduates were identified correctly and 75% of the
non-college employees advanced to appropriate
management positions. Of those who did h~t advance,
the global prediction was correct in 94% of the
cases.
out of a sample of 6 000 oases, further studies at
the same oompany (Moses, 1972) reports correlations
of 0.44 with job level changes (quotsd by Gaugler, gt
a1., 1987, p. 499).
Hinriohs (1978)
candidates over
oonduoted a follow-up of 46
a period of eight years in a
different milieu. Only 30 candidates remained in the
study after the eight yea:cs. WhUe after one year
the correlation between Assessment Centre resnlts and
job l~vel was r = 0.26, the correlation wa~ r = 0.46
after the eighth year.
In a met;;-ana.l.ys i.s of 50 Assessment Centre studies, a
correoted mean for all validities or 0,37 is found
(Gaugler, et al.,1987, p. 493). This is considered
very low in oomp~rison with the validities of tne
components of Assessment Cantres (Jones, Herriot,
tong and Drakeley, 1991, p. 1).
In the 30-year follow-up of 301 candidates from the
British Civil service, Anstey (1977, p. 152) reports
that only 21 failed to reach or exceed the expected
job grading based on the Civil Servioe selection
Board tan Assessment Centre) procedure. The ~riginal
appoLnt.ed sample was 421. 3.22 candidates were not
considered for the follow-up study because they were
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not in the employ of tl. e Service anymore. The
r eaaons stated for the drop-outs are mostly
legl tima te, Only thJ:'ee who 1eft because of
inefficiency in their positions. The original
selection through t.his procedure allowed for
prescreenings to eliminate large numbers of original
applicants for positions,
In a summary study published by Cohen, Moses and
Byham (19741 quoted by Britz, 1984a, p. 47), the
results of nineteen centres are reported. This study
find:;; a median of prediction va.lidi ty "ovel:' all
stud:.es, nad i an r::: O.33;in predicting job
perfr vmanca , median r ~o. 33; in predicting job
potential, median r = 0.631 and in prediating job
progress I median r := 0.40. II Assessment CEmtres
[It'edict management potential better than job
progress or performance.
All the results quoted so far compare well with
validity cOillfficients for other Assessment Centres of
between between 0 J 33 and O.U with job proficiency
and 0.63 with promotion (Hunt.er aM Hunter, 1984,
quoted by stamp, 19B8a, p. 2).
Most studies quoted in this Chapter consist of sample
sizes of lass than 100 cases. There ara, howaver, a
few studios with more than 1 000 caao~,
All findings of available 10tlger-term studies on
Assemsment centres, necessarily show a decrease in
sample shes. The fact. that those d.rop"out.s are not
incll~ded in fUrther studil3s is a shortcolning. one is
not able to establish their job l&v(,..t1 te.l vet'ify tho
quotad positive correlations. tt is, however, widely
accepted that 'I:.ho prediction of 1,ss(lssmon1.~Centros t
wi th regard to managerial potential, romains vulid
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over long periods.
choosing the appropriate criteria
'rhe importance of the selection of the appropriate
criteria for predic~ive validation stuaies is
accentuated by aome authors. The following
discussion of prior research relates to the seleotJnn
of oriteria. Sackett ~ Ryan (1991) conducted the
study.
As menticmad, several studies at.temptto c:)valuatethe
abil;i.tyof Assessment Centres to predict pl'omotion
potential. Borman I s research (1982 I guoted by
Sackett aug Ryan, 1991, p. 11) shows th.t the results
wire significantly correlated with successfUl
performance in training. This can be seen (Inthe US
Army recruiter training programme. This is valuable
because Assessment Centres sre often used to
determine development areas.
Tzinet'gng Dolan (l982, guoted by Sackett a.n.t1 Ryan,
1991, p. ll) found that while both Assessmt,antCen1::.1;.'e
scores and intelligence test scores correlate
significantly with training success, the combination
of the two sets of scores inoreases the oorrelation
from 0.40 to 0.50. It compares well with Stamp's
reports that the correlation of cognitive ability
with training success is 0.55 and with job
proficiency 0.45 (Stamp, 1~8aa, p. 3).
Saokett nnS Ryan (1991, p. 12) go on to report t.~ t
supervisor eva.luation, interviews I and personal!ty
tests show poor.er correlation with trajning success
than Assessment Centres.
!t iD Bray (l991, p. 6) that pointm out that tho
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motivational aspects are important considerations
when Assessment Centres are compared with training
suocess. Not all r..:eople are motivated to advance I
and personality ~naracteristics may influence the
achievement of c:t:'aining goals.
In this guest to prove that Assessment centres
predict promotion po tient LaI fit is therefore
important to remember that training success does not
guarantee job performance. vlhile training success
and Assessment Centra J:'esults are related lit is, to
prove promotion potential, more relevant to compare
ASSessment Centre results with job performance -
however , job performance data is mOre difficult to
obtain than training results.
2.2.7.4 Manager ratings as criterion
In a study to determine the correlation of Assessment
Centres scores and manager ratings as well as pear
and subordinate ratings, Schmitt I Noe, Marltt .9.!ll:!
l!'itzgerald (1984, guoted by Sr"ckett arui Ryan! 1991,
p. 13) find that the Assessment Centre scores are
positively related to the job performance ratings.
2..2.7.5 Assessment Centre results and age
In the meta-analysis of Gaugler I at <31. (1987 I
p. 504) it is ~t~ted that in their investigation of
thCil50 Assessment Centres I no relation bett ....een the
aVGrage age of assessees and the predictive validity
is found. Britz (1984a and 1984b) makes no mention
of investigat~ions of a.ge and Assessment Centro
results.
Boroughs I Rollins .@.nd Hopkins (:l973 I quoted by
Ou1.owicz, FJ.etchcr .nog Wood, :1,98:3, p , 16) as well as
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Slivinski, Yan and Richter (1977, quoted by Dulewicz,
at ai., 1983) found negative correlations between
Assessment Centre results and "ge. Mantal ability
and Assessment centre performance correlations are
also in00nclusive.
concluding remark
Although so~,i;'ldoubt'S about the valicHt:.y of
lon',#tudinalabud.iea of Assessment Centre results may
exist because d~op-cuts are not included in the
folJ.ow-up,the many studieS of validity are unanimous
in thE.'lirfindings which show that AsseSSmel'ltcentres
are va tid in the prediction of several factors
il1cll.ldingp~'t:.mtialand job progress. The support I
ccnefnnous use, an<;lacceptance of Assessment Centres
by the bUsiness community can signify its face-
validity.
The purpose at content validity studies is to
determi.newhether Assessment Centres reprssent..ltively
samples important Job behaviours. ayham (1990,
p. 27) noted that the following relationships ara
essential in Assessment Centres:
1 dimensions mUst be l:el£.ttedtc;;>important job
activities;
2 exercises must represent the most common and
most significant job activities; and
3 t:'11l dilClenSlonsmust be obsot"lI'ablain exerois(?s.
saoke::ttand RYI:I'1(1991, p. 15) point out that content
validity is u(ually high, that is, exercises
r~pres(Jnt the most ccmmon and s.i.gnificant job
aotivities and that tho dimonsions aro rolated to
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important job activities.
As important as content validity is aaseasor skill,
job analysis and exeroise design.
To point out the importance of exeroise design f
Saokett al1~ Ryan (1991, p. 17) report that they as
well as Turnage ElM Muchil1sky (1982, quoted by
Sackett and Ryan, 1991, p. l'l), found that ratings of
different dimensions made in the same exercise were
highly correlated while ratings of a dimension in
different exercises showed lo't'ler intercol'rela.tions.
This is probably because behaviour is 8i tuation
specific. It is therefore critical that exercisss
simUlate situations that form part of the job.
~ha,_question of p~escreening
:aiased selection of candidates for an Assessll"cnt.
Cen·tre wil)' produce biased results (Thornton & cyha.mI
quoted by Wa.rmke,1991, p , 23). PreSCrel?lling ~8 a
form of biased selection for good reasons.
There are many reasons why prescreening takes plam~.
Warmke(1991, pp. 23-24) lists the reasons to conduct
good pr~screenings:
1 Savings - especially for selection.
2 EmplOyee morale/job satisfac'l~ton it. ordor
to minimi&e "failures".
3 Legal concerns. (Although pre~~'.t,b~ning may
disqualify oertain ~andidatas from a
selection prooess. Care must be taken that
the pr es cr eend nq process is legally
defendal.>lo.)
4 AEH;i~ss:mentCentres are ~,,t infallible.
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Prescreaninq is therefore important to
minimise the risks that lead to employee
morale problems. Apart from the aspecns
already covered, improper administration
can also add to Assessmeht Cent.ces which
are invalid.
The purpose of the prescreening, in summaryI is to
inc:Jrease the validity of the predictions.
one of th(~ prescreenirj(~ acv vi ties is recommendations
by line managers. The exact validit~ of managerial
recommendation is unknown, but since managerial
nomination often concentrates on typical job
performance lit can be useful as a prescreening
technic;:ue.
It must be noted that prescreening per se may
sUfficient to prediot sucoaas of lower level jobs.
Apparently because of the less tangible nature of
more senior level managerial positions, prescreening
does not seem to prediot s ucces s as well as
presoreening teohniques pre~ict success on the lowex
levels (Warmke, 1991, pp. ~2-33). There is also
evidence showing that more senior candidates See the
developmental opportunities of Assessnlent Centres in
a more serious light (Boehm, 1991, p. 35),
:?o2.10
The research results presented here show that i't. can
be acc ept.e d that Assessment Centres predict
management potential.
The question now a~ise$ that if senior level
manaqemant;potential can be predictod by Assessment
Centres - and if Assessment Centres do not give
conclusive evidence about mental ability - will a
procedure which looks more exclusively at the
cognitive area select the same candidates who display
senior management potential or not?
2.3 CAREER PATH APPRECIATION
2.3.1 Secondary data about Career Path
Appreciation
Little information about the Career Path Appreciation
procedure is published. A possible reason for this
is that Stamp's Institute of Organisational and
Social StUdies (BIOSS) at BruneI University is self~
funding. The worl< of this institution all over the
world may therofore depend on their competitive edge
in the form of the Career Path Appreciation.
TWo dissertations mention the Career path
Appreciation procedure. Bishop (1989) investigated
the required and pref.erred approaches to work and the
corresponc-; I~ levels of capacity of nurse,s, She used
~ra'luesI tra~:afied systems Theory and bhe Career Path
Apprecia '.ionprocedure to survey work cOlilplexity I job
satis:";e.cl:'!onand fair pay. This study did not
oriticc:.'tlly seek to validate the Career Path
Ab-preciation procedure but to estn,blish nurses'
atti tudes about their salaries in view of the
complexity of their jobs. Th.ts C01iC~l?t of "fa.i.r"pay
is discussed later on in this chapter.
Perlmlltt!£lr (1990) inVestigated the phenomena of
cognitive complexity and ti111eperspective in an
attempt to maximise Scarce human rosources decision-
making. She found. that the stratified Systems Theory
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provided a sound basis to analyse the way in whic.! an
organisation is structured and to identify paeuc c--
levels. In this way bettar productivity, recognition
and better use of employees} capacities could be
achieved.
All stamp's own publications are identified (1980,
1981, 1986, 1988a, 1989ar 1989b, 1989C, 1989d, 198ge,
1990) and listed in the list of references.
Documents belonging to BlOSS at Brunel University and
used in the training of Caree~ Path Appreciation
administrators was studiell. Permission to quote the
papers has to be obtained. Only two of these
documents (1988b and 1988c) are therefore referred to
in this report.
Intt'oduction
It is m;'1mmonlyaccepted that adults develop. They
also develop at different rates. This makes
assessment difficult, but essential.
The Career Path Appreciation procedure of predicting
potential in the cognitive domain 1s based on the
Stratified systems Theory of ElliQt Jaques. The
proceClul:'ewas developed by professor Gillian stamp of
the Brunel :tnstitute of Organisation an<:iSocial
Studies (SIOSS) at the Brunel Universi ty , UxbriClge,
Where Jaques used to work. AccorCiing to stall'.;>
(1988a, p. 5), the stratifieCi Systems Theory forms a
solid base for th~ construct vblidity of the career
Path Appreciation procedure.
~hat is, the theory:
1 enhances content validity I L e. de:Hning worlt so
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that predictcrs can be designed or decided upon;
2 ensures that predictors and criteria are in a
common domain;
3 provides explicit guidelines about development
and individual differences (stamp, 1988a, p. 4).
A brief introduction to stratified Systems Theory
highlights the essential elements applicable to this
study.
2.3.3 stratified systems Theorx
Introduction to ~he theory
stratified Systems Theory is developed from the
research work of Jaques from the 1950s to 1970s in
various industries in various countries. Work is
defined as "the eXercise of discretion within
prescribed limits in order to l:each.a gOal within a
stated completion time" (Jaques, 1975, quoted by
Stamp, 1988a, p. 6).
Through the discussion of its important elements, it
is clear that the definition provides a description
which is precise enough to allow measurement under'
certain conditions.
Jaques (1985, p. 235) explains that the exercise of
discretion is a fUnction of the individual's
psychol og!ca 1 equ Lpmerrc , cogni ti ve power arid
opportuni ty. The tools of the psychological
equipment are knowledge anct skills. Temperament,
wisdoml interests and values determine the
psychological equipment's orientation (Jaques, 1989,
p. 1~). Aspects of cognitive power are discus.ect
later. The definition needs some explanation Iirst.
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The "exercise of discretion" takes place within
boundaries, in the form of policies I norms,
procedures and regulations set by the organisation.
Discretion refers to the ohoicee an individual must
make in order to imagine, formulate and execute a
course of action that is not prescribed (stamp,
1989d, p. 5). At ,certain levels in the organls~tion
t~e choices are often based more on imagination and
less on concrete data. Discretion is therefore
applied in different ways depending on the data
available to guide the individual in making choices.
Jaques identified the phenomenon that the complexity
of the work increases if ~he exercise of discretion
is based on less tangible variatles.
complexity also increase~ if the time~span of an
activity increases. Time-s~an is the "by-when n part;
Of completing a tasle - that is t.ha longest maximum ...
target-completibn-·time Qat for the output (Jaques,
1989, p. 16). Jaques (1976) found that individuals
percei ve the "weight" of the exercise of discretion
to be more if the time-span of an activity is longer.
The reason for this may be found in the fact that the
exercise of discretion is unassessed for as long as
an activit.y takes to complete. In this way
responsibility can be measured in terms of time-span
in an objective 8nd qUantifiable way.
The weight of responsibility does not refer to the
degree of difficulty of the task.
Time-span is an indication of ·t.helimits of a task
(deemed completion tlnto which is an external factor)
as well as the (internal) perception of the weight of
r.esponsibility (stamp, 1988a, p. 9).
Jaques's fUrther research (1977. quot~d by stamp,
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1988a, p 9), 1nvoLv I nq 250 000 people in 25
countries, Ghowedremarkable correlation between the
time-span of work and salary in organisations - 0.90
correlations are confirmed. Levels within
organisations ann the time-span of activities also
correlate with each other.
The stratifled systems Theory indicates these work
levels of complex!ty as bounded wor]{ stratal. There
are currently seven such strata identified. The
strata depict time ...spar.s from three months through to
time-spans ranging from between 20 to 50 years.
2.3.3.2 The "flow" concept
Jaques, already in 1956 (quoted by stamp, 1988a,
p. l.l) relato:'ld the patterns of mastery of different
strata of work in a person's life as .In increasing
stri ve towards more Use of personal discretion and
demand for "fair" pay for this work. The amounts of
disoretion were however not the same in all
individuals. There is a relationship between the pay
that is demanded and the capacity for discretion that
is perceived to be fair. Whenindividuals use more
discretion than what is perceived to be fairly paid
for, they perceive an imbalance within themselves.
This equilibrium principle works both ways -
underutilised and o~~rburdened.
The demand for one's salary or wages to match
discretion indicates that a poss:i.ble intuitive sense
of one's comfort zone exists.
The "floW" concepti of csiJ{szE'ntmihalyi (1975, quoted
by Stamp, 1988b) explains the env i r-onmerrc of
discretion (refer to Figure 2.1). The use of
disoretion to make sound judgemencs involves the
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interplay of the sCale of challenges of the task, and
the range of oapab!HUes of the individual. It is
in this interpl&y that the i~portance of the
ar'ditional supporting elements, that J'agues'added to
the definition (knowledge, wisdom and so forth)t is
accentuated. This interplay determines the
effectiveness of the individual's judgement or
discretion.
CIJo
III~ Indecisiveness
~ Inappropriate
g
I-'
I-'
~
(t)
~ Vaccilation
Boredo~
Anxiety
Range of capabiJities
Range of ca,'abili,ties
Figure 2.1: The "flow" concept
(Adapted from sta~p, 1989a, p. 29 and stamp, 1988c,
p , 3)
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jOVerutilisation (when the scale of challenges exceeds
the range of capabilities) of a per s on "r
undorutiliaation (when the range of capabilities
exceeds the scale of challenges) loads to ineffeotive
decision-muk.n~ based on either indecisiveness or
vaciUation.
According to Csikszentmiha!y! (1975, quoted by stamp,
199Bb, pp. 24-29) being either overstretohed (by
challHngeS in viet" of one f s capabilities) or
underutilised, the occurrence of anxiety and stress
is the oucccne , A state of egtliHbrium is however
not fixed I but changes as an individual and an
organisation develops. Challengefiloffered by \\1or]<:
must gro~" w:tth ind:i.vidual capabilities and vice
'Versa. This requires pacing of the growth of the
organisation and ita employees. This paeing aims t~
establish and maintain an inner canerenee as well as
to establish and maintain oonnections between the
organisation and its environment.•
The nama Appreciation is apt because of the noui.on
that, ovor time, a parson's capabilities appreciate
(Stamp, 1989b, p. 12). This al?prooiation of
challcnqes may not bo happening in tho ~rganisation.
For this reaSon the flow concept;if.1an important part
of the understanding of the Career Path ~ppreciation
p:r,ocoduro.
l"romthe studles about "fair" pay it is olear that a
person oon appa~ently identify his or her present
point of baldnce. Jaques's r.esearch (1967, and a
later stud~ hy Evans, 1979, both quoted by Stamp,
19Saa, p . 13) on equitable pay , identif.ied a
logarithmi('land smooth curve of future devel.opmentof
tho pointo of ba Lanee . Thls projeotion closely
follows the "sigmoidal progrossion oharaoteristic of
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biological gro\i.!th"(stamp, 19880., p , 14).
Capacity is thus s~en as multi~modal. The boundaries
between dift'erent Le v a Ls of complexity are
discontinuous, says Jaques (1985, p. 382) and he
quotes the work of Harvey, Hunt ,and Schroder (1961)
and Streuffert sM Streuffer'i:(1978) in support of
t.heooncept. Stamp (1988, pp. 22...23) quotes Wj,jnberg
(1965) and Homo. (1967) who confirm the existence of a
modal development curve, and Richardson (1971) who
supports the concepts of fair pay and tir'd"'span.He
found 0. direct linear relationship between the two
aspects. In a follow-up study, Kohler (1982, quoted
by stamp, 1988, p. 24) confirmed the development
ou:r.vesPI a study of 52 employees ever 40 years.
stu\~.iesinvolving large nUlllbersof pooplo in d1verso
situations soem to prove Jaques's theory. The
Validity and rel:ability of the concepts seem to be
SUfficiently tested to assume that the stratifi~d
Systems ~heory is currently an acoeptable eXplanation
of work in organisations.
~his does not moun thut all individuals' career paths
function in tho (ncac'\:way as described by the
stratified Systems Thoory. There may well be other
theories about SUCCOGsful. development curves or
oa.rem: paths. The work of Drivor (1982) exposo
interesting phenomona in this rogo.rd. Tho stratified.
Systems Theory is however a well-researched and very
comprehensive explanation of organisational career
'paths. Furthermore I the aim hero is to study the us~,
Of two procedures in organisa.tions where soniol~
managers can be found distinctly from miadle and
other levels of management.
While focusing on tho larger organisation, this
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stUdy, on the other hand, does not negate that there
are possible similarities of decision~'maJd,ng'in
smaller and "non··traditionally" funotioning'
orQ'o;..tisations.To g'eneralise in this regard is not
the aim of this research project.
The strat~ of work
A brief introduotion to the different identi~~ad
strata of work in organi~ations, based on complexity
and time-span is necesst.'ry. The sources of this
explanation are Stamp (19a8~, pp. 12~13)t and Jaques
(1989, pp. 20-30).
~~ratQffi_~:Direct work leval
(Direct jUdgement over a time~span of one day to
three months.)
Direct and concrete hands-on operator or clerical
worl<. Decisions are made about the best way to
manipulate physical materials, use tools or touch
poople So that an immediate and direct. change will
occur. The indivi~\lal will continue along a
presct'load 1incar rout.et USI:) previously learned
met.hods t.o overcome immediato obstacles, and get.
eened.nucus feeclbac)<in order to proceed. Examplo:
operators or clerks.
Bt~~~!m-L!; operations domain
(Diagnost.ic accumulation over a timo-s.t;iunof thl'eo
months to one year.)
A concreto level of Clbstractionis needed bocause one
can observe What is happening by direotly scanning
the whole. Execut.ivedocisions ara made about ways
in which poople or things o.t'oworl<cdwith or on. An
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individual will reflect on the curl:'ent cctivity to
antici.pate potential problems. This involves
consciously accumulating and sorting out data to
diagnose emerging problems. The individual initiates
actions to pl"eVent or cvezcome problems. EJ(ample:
supervisors or first line managers/specialists.
St:r,atum :r,:q; Operations domain
(Alternative paths over a time-spen of ona to two
years)
Decisions still involve a concrete level of
abstraction but consider the various WaY$ in Which
establish.d means aan best be realised. That is
imagining and px:eplanning all possible ways I
selecting the best ones I maJd.ng the most of people
and t~chnologios to realise the ohosen ways. This is
the level of running an opernting unity. Example:
tJOit .manaqors/specialists or midclle managers .
.m-,J3tl,lm IV: General domain
(Pat-aUel proc9£H:;inqovet- a timo-span of two to five
years)
Tho lavel of abstraotion incraases nharply. This
level is concerned with the relationship between the
mission of the organisation and the moans nocassat'y
to roalis(3 it. Devolopinq now meansI co-ot'dinnting
existing means and terminating inoffoctivQ moans are
this level's ccneexns , An indi vidut'l will proceSs
several interactinq projects, pacing them, resourcinq
them and make tradeoffs to maintain proqross towards
the goal. Example: production ot' sales qenoral.
managor/specialist.
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stratum V: General domain
(Unify a whole system over a time-span of fiva to ten
years)
The individual considers and judges changing
situations and consequences with many variables.
EJ=ecutive decisions about the organisation itself are
made to keep it in existence both now and in the
future. Adjusting and integrating the internal
environment and linking with the eX1..ernalenvironment
while sensing 't.hemultiple effects of all the
variables on the pursued plan, are the challenges.
Example: business unit general manager or specialist.
at~tum VI: strategic domain
(World-wide diagnostic accumUlation OVer a time-span
of 10 to 20 years.)
Work on th ~:level concerns executive decisions about
building and maintaining networks. These monitor and
filter worJ.d"'~ 'j trends which provide a
transnational corrcea c tor the long-term SUCCess (.'\J
strategic operating units. Example: strategic group
executives.
~trgt~m_y~~: strategic domain
(Put bu~dneos in society oval.a ti.ttte-spanof 20 years
or more.)
Executive deoil10n about )ritical resource masses
required for new strategj = units. The individual
pursues alternati'lieworld-wide strategic pJ.ans and
produces stratum V units through development,
acq:uj,sit ona and/or mergers, dra~ling on internatiol"ml
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financial r. Duress.
executives.
Example: corporation chief
Each level supel:'visesthe ~tivities of the level
dir~ctly below it. Senior general management (the
focus of this study) in most o:t:ganisations, is
stratum V. This includeflthe people who will be the
general managers of substantially large organisations
or bus Lnaas units. These unIts can be seen as
unified whole independent systems.
The oognitive states
stamp 11986, p. 387) explains each of the strata in
terms of cognitive states. Jaques (1986, p. 382)
explains cognitive power as
the a.bility of individuals to form and pattern
the world in which they live in a manner that
allows them to construct goals and organise
their approaches in achieving thorn.
Jaques (1985, p. 234) explains that the world of the
individual has a certain "scale and complexity" that
has to do with the "in.formation being processed",
This expla1"iationmakes it clear tht\tthe person has
the t\bility to interact with his or her environment
in a certain way. In so doing'he 0);' Elhemay form or
create something and realise it. The diffo);'ences
between these abil:l.tios(if not already claar) are
finally presented in Tt\blo2.2.
This study will not investigato tho cognitive domain
theories, but stamp's explanation, duplicated in
Table 2.2, may clarify tho ~trata further.
Each stratum mainta.i.nssome aspect of the previous
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stratum's work while adding the new state.
'l'ABLE 2.2: STRATA. OF COGIUTIVE STATES
Source: stamp, 1986, p. 387
r-----.------.~--------r_--------'--------.-----------~---~Time frame cognitive state~--------~,----~~-------,- -------~-------~--~20~50 years VII ~apol~ requirements for
new comole~ work systems &
creating such systems
10·'20 yearEl
5"'10 years
2"'5 years
~ months'"
1 year
stratum
VI [)t'!fin!ngwork, objectives & re=
lationships Nit!"l the environ""
mont of complex work systems
ldny-
3 monthG
V
IV ~snsf.okming e~isting work
systems by comparing them to
existing alternatives
III ExtrA12.~ from cllrrent
trends to fine...tune a worJ~
system to respond to changing
requirements
II nef:lJJing worleat stratum I I
planning & controlling
aggregates of tasks
I ffi1rrl1,jJl<l concrete materials or
individual behaviour
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While the first stratum/s shap:i.ngmay be to know (or
feel - in the intuitive sense) when the right amount
of pressure is appliedl the same shaping capability
in stratum seven is to be sensitive to minor events
that could trigger significant eve nt.s, The
extrapolating capabilities of stratulllseven are not
expected ..'t any other level.
The explanation of strata of work shows that each
stratuln contribut.as a distinct competence to the
organisation. The scale of challenges in an
organisation will determine which strata of wOl:-kmust
be present to make it viable.
There are two aspects with regard to stratified
Systems Theory whIch are eften misconceived. rt must
be accentuated that the Stratif.ied systems Theo~y is
not an attempt to grade pos Ltions. St4'atified
systems Theory attempts to eXplain the strata of
complexity of work in an organisation in terms of
discretion and time-span. One should also not
confuse difficulty with complexity. A very difficult
or intricate task can be performed at stratum one I
hecause it contains little discretion or complex
judgement.
If the levels of work in an organisation are not
present in their correct form, pseudo-levels are
established (Stamp, 19a5b, p. 22). These pseudo-
levels are ~stly in terms of value addition, the
loss of sense of shared purpose, techniques and
purpose not matched, resistance to change, blocked
communication and eventual disintegration of the
organisation. For this reason it is essential that a
state of flow or :fit between the individual's
capabilities and the organisational challenges is
muintained.
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Validation of the Career Path Appreciation
procedure
one of the most important concerns about the
validation of the Career Path Appreciation procedure
(and for that matter any behavioural science-related
technique) is the status of the data. In the case of
the longitudinal s'tudies quoted with respect to the
Career Path Appreciation procedure, the product-
moment coefficient r is mostly used to determine the
relationships between the sets of data. Because the
development curves represent discontinuous strata
(described in the previous section), it is likel~
that the data is nonparametric and should therefore
be treated as such. These are however the only
studies available. On the other hand some
authorities (Runyan aug Haber, 1984, p.32) hold that
it is acceptable common practice to 'treat data in the
b eh av Lc u c sciences as parametric, as most
practitioners are willing to assume that their scales
achieVe interval measurement •
The purpose of quoting validity indications is not to
compare the different companies' results - there are
too many possible organisational diff'erenctls- b1.].tto
get an idea of the validity of the procedure in
different settings.
longitudinal studies,
Where, in the oase of
the original author comhi.ned
data from different samples (from different settings,
such as stamp, 198$a, p. 41) those stUdies were
ignored.
Some research about the external or c:d terion ..
referenced validity of the procedure is available.
Longitudinal teses.rch (stamp, 1988a, pp. 44-48)
stretching over f period of four to thirteen years in
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various companies in various parts of the wcrld, show
predic'l:i ve validi ties of between o,70 and O.9~L
In a career path study of non-dominant~group
employees in Namibia, a five year follow-up of 124
employees was conducted. This study does not mention
the drop-out rate. The correlation between the
actual level of work, after five years, versus
predicted level of work is 0.918 (stamp, 1989b,
p. 17). An important contributing factor in this
case was, without doubt, the reported careful career
planning and career development approach in the
company. :r.l1 many companies career planning is
probably more occasional. 1.t is also possible that
the results of the Appreciation procedure were known
to the candidates' managers or others who decidect on
the promotion of the candddubea in this study. l'his
is not uncommon practice because Career Pat:,
Appreciations are conducted to assist in the
"mappingII of employeesI career paths. If so, this
factor is an important confounding variable in this
st.udy.
stamp makes the statement that an evaluation c.:
intrinsic capabi1i ty can be made regardless of sex,
educat.Lcn or ethnic background. She bases the
statement on a world-wide scudy and expez-iences in
developing countries (1989b, p. 18).
cri terion·>referenced validity studies investigating
the congruence between informal managerial
as s es amencs and the Career Path Appreciation
procedure are also available. Correlations / using
the same samples as the longitudinal studies (stamp,
1988a), are between 0.71 and 0.86. Xt is also a
commonphenomenon that candidates who are assessed
through the Career Pa.th ApPl·eciation procedure agree
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that the outcome and i::.h~i:rown perception of their
capabiHties correlate ~lith each other (De Kook, note
1, confirmed by st.:mp, note 2).
The quoted longitudinal studies havQ some design
characteristics whioh may question the sclentific
value thereof. Fol10w....up was not performed on
candidates who left the organis~tions. (~he same
shortcoming is pointed out in the discussion of the
longitudinal studies doncerning Assessment Centres.)
No research concerning the internal validity of the
procedure is available. The consi stency of \..he
different administrators' findings must be studied.
There are discussions amonq users of the procedure
and j,nfotmation sh~ring does take place. This may
help to control the reliability of the results. The
contribution of the phrase and symbol cards is also
not empirically determined.
HO\o1everpragmatic it may seem, the use of the Career
Path Appreo;:iation procedure is growing Bl'ldmanagers
are selected for senior positions based on the
procedure's results.
(..4 CONCLUSION
Based on this brief review of prior research -
regarding' the two procedures - one can conclude that
although dealing with predominantly differsnt
Inethodologies (work-sampling through symbol cards and
structured and semi-structured interviews versus
simulation and other exercises which includes an
interview) I the outcome is to ptedict the potential
o~ a manager to function at the appropriate level of
work, This is the case even though the focus of the
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procedures is different (i.e. complexity capabilities
versus managerial behaviour). Car~er Path
Appreciation c1.aims to evaluate the possible aucceas
of a manager's comfort in decision-making based on
discretion. Assessment Centres see this decision-
making as one of the success factors manifested in
the behaviour of a manager.
The discussion in the first two chapters refers to
the rapid growth in the use of Career Path
Appreciations and th~ remarkable validity figures
reported by stamp und her associates. This evidencp.
suggests that one cannot ignore the Appreciation
procedure. There are however questions about the
limitations uf the small amount of research conducted
on the Career Path Appreciation. So far the research
cannot be accepted blindly.
It is beyond the scope of this E'\t-lldyto validate the
Career Path Appreciation longitudinally. It was
decided to compare the l.ppreciat:i.onwith a v'dry\"e11-
established assessment procedure, the Asses3ment
Centre.
Several questions about the two procedure~ can be
asked:
1 To what ex'tent are the two procedures measuxi.nq
similar constructs?
2 Is it redundant to uSe both procedures?
specifically, could the Career Path Apprecintion
be considered as having the potential to replace
the much costlier Assessment Centre as suggested
by StaInp?
3 What is the relationship between the various
ref\1Ults obtained from the Career Path
Appreciation and tnose obtained from the
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Assessment Centre?
4 Is it possible that the aspects assessed by the
two procedures are factors of age?
5 Howdo the results of the two pzoocedures l:elate
to the ourxent, l?aterson g:r.·adeof the candidates?
The next chaptel:' states the ....esea:r:chproblems and the
hypotheses. The discussion in the next chapter
clarifiel;;; the methtjd.ologyemployed to investigate the
research problems. The use of the statistical
analysis techniques and the assumptions underlying
the techniques are explained.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 !Nl~ODUC~!ON
In this chapter the research methodology and the
sample are described. The research problems and tl".e
hypotheses ar.e stated, the assumptions discussed a~d
the statistical techni.gueintroduced.
The purpose of the Career Path Appreciation is to
predict managerial effectiveness in tho longer term.
The criterion for this proceduro is the effective
application of discretion at different levals of work
as the individual moves along his or her career path.
~he predicted level of capabil ity I where the
individual will reach maturity and probably maKe the
most significant cont~ibution in his or her working
life, is of particular interest. Depending on the
currerrl;.ago of the oanc.'lidate,this cazosr :path may
stretch over lnanyyears.
Tho oco:pc of thiS researoh allows no time for the
longer term follow-up of candidates wllos(Joareer path
potential is maasut-oci.
validation is sought.
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3.2 THERESEARCHMETHODOLOGY
3.2.1 Introductj,on
Anastasi (1982, p . 137) describes concurrent
validation as the test administration on a group for
which the criterion data is already aVailable.
This research follows the route of comparing the
Career Path Appreciation results with the results of
another validated test, the Assessment Centre
procedure, A brief discussion of the two procedures
fOllow to highlight their contributions to the
assessm~nt and the prediction of potential.
Assessment Centres diagnose the existing status of
candidates. The prediction here is that if someone
can disJ,JlaY behaviour associated with senior
management now, given the opportunity, he or shl\:lwill
be able to do so successfully in the future as Wi::!ll.
'rhe procedure makes some statements about possible
development in as much as it gives the candidate an
indication of mfl.llagerial dimensions where he or she
alreadY displays appropriate behaviour, dimensions
that can bo s sen as developtnental areets, and
d;tmensions where fire-tuning is appropriata. There
are I hoW(~qer, different Assessment Centres for
different levels of manag'ement. One application of
the prOCed\l;t'emay therefore not provide an indication
of effectivenoss on all levels of management. For
this reBson, junior, middlo and senior management
AsseSSlllont Centres are conducrced, It is pointed out
in the previous chapter that the reason why serlior
management Assessment Centres are more popular is
becauaa l':esearoh showed that lower level potential
can be validly assessed th.rough moze eccnomfcaf means
such u£ manager and/or peer ratings.
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Career Path Appreciation asks a concurrent question
and then predicts that the person will progress along
a specif.ic path of increasing ability. In Figure 3.1
in Chapter 2, one can see that "progress" is not
strictly true if the Appreciation takes place at a.
sta.ge when the person has already achieved his or her
maximum level of capability. The purpose of the
procedure is to establish the likely Cal "lr
development path a person will folloW in the future.
Botl).procedures focus on the future effectiveness of
the individUals in the work situation.
The availability of the criterion data - in this
instance, displaying behaviours associated with
senior management - is helpful in a concurrent study
because its availability makes the research simpler,
quicker and less expensive.
3.2.2 ~he Assessment Centre use~ this stud~
The information in this section is obtained from the
WOl:'k of the original designer of the AssessmAnt
Centre, I3ritz (1984a and 1984b) as well as the
Assessment Centre ad.ministrator, Den Ouden (1985 and
Note 3).
The dimensi~ns in this study are similar to those
used to desoribe managerial succesa by most
organisations in the world.
A thorouqn mix of exeroJ.ses and techniques is used.
The exercises include a background interview I a
counselling interview, an in-basket exercise, an
analysis problem, and an exocutive council. The
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exercises ar~ constructed in such a way that
assessors can observe the candidates in a variety of
f',j t\lat.ions: prepared and unprepared I group arid
l~divJjual, competitive and group supportive, and
'h'ith (~}:without appointed roles.
The background interview collects facts about the
dimensions, provides the observer with the
candidate's backqround and clarifies questions about
the centre. '.rheinterview is semiformal and
structured, individUal and conducted in private.
The backqxound interview is accepted as an impor'tant
and valuab.h, part of an Assessment Centre.
TWo leaderless group discussion are part of the
Assessment Centre: an executive council and an
analysis problem. The executive nouncil makes use of
a prepared discussion and the candidates 1epresents
t~i departments of an organisation in the form of
role playing the positions. The content evokes
conflict between departmental, organisational and
group interests. The analysis problem is a case
study. A written report of findings and
recommendations, and an oral presentation is followed
by a leaderless group discussion. This exercise
resI:Jmblescommittee wor}:.
The role play of the counselling inter'liew provides
the oand Ldat.es with a prepared op~or'l:;unity to play
the role of a subordinate's manager in an individual
situation. The subordinate's role is structured and
played by an assessor. Because thi$ is such a
realist.l.c simulation of the manager's job I the
validity of the counselling interview is highly
regarded..
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The in-basket exercise consists of thirty items which
have to be worked through in three houzs , It
involves the areas of obtaining and developing
personnel, maintaining an effectivu relationship with
the community as Well as allow;;ng the candidate to
demonstrate his or he:t· te,:hnical, human and
conceptual skills. A questic:naire and an interview
follo\'l/S the in-basket exercise in order to establish
the candidate I S insight and decis i.on-mal<ing.
possibly the most extensive research is conducted
abou+ the in-basket exe.rcise in the Assessment
Centre. studies show that this exercise has a high
predictive validity, content validity and reliability
(Brostoff W£i t<IeyerI 1980.1. p, 18). It can be seen as
the most: important exercise at the Asse:,;'smentCentre.
Table 3.1 represents the spread of dimensions
assessed through the various exercises.
Objective and normative observaticn irs the key to an
Assessment Centre. The select.ion I training and
maintaining of the observers are r;>:ystero.at.ically
planned and conducted.
The fOl1o~olingrating sCale applies:
5 - Excellent
4 - More t.han adequate
3 - Adequate
2 - :r'ladequate
1 - poor
o - No oppo:t;'tunity to demonstrate.
The exponential. character of this five point scale
gives an indication that it is more difficult to
achieve a two than a one, three than a two~ and so
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forth. '].ll1i$normal five-point scaJ.e is considered to
be continuous (Britz, 1984b, p. 235). Discrete in-
between sCllllesare however added in.
----------------------------.----------------------TABl,E 3.1:
COVERAGE OF DIMENSIONS IN DIF'Fl!:RENTEXERCISES
Source: Britz, 1984al p. 65
I--------,------------------
DIMENS:r.ONS
-------Self-development X
Initiative X
Tenacity
AnaJ.ytical
ability
Judgement
Flexibility
utilisation
& development X
Empathy
Deci~d veness
T~sl~ str1.,cturing
Reasoning power
Oral present.
Planning &
organising X
---------- --
EXERCISES
Execu= Coun= Analy= In:::::
tive sel= tical bas=
coun= ling problem R:et
cil inter:::::
view
X X X
X X
X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X ..,..
X X
X X
I ~-.'" ,,---
Bacik:::::
ground
inter=
vi Eli\ll
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Several specific in-between scales are used to
indicate conflicting evidence or the ~eed for
coaching or counselling. candidates are oompared
against the norm and not with each other.
Observation patt~rns and the discussion of
candidates' performance take place in a sequ~nce to
ensure the uniform application of the norms.
Cross~ch~cking of decisions ta~es place in the group
discussions between observers and administrators.
Inter-correlations between the dimensions of the
Assessment Centre used at the Career Development
Centre and five specific criteria of managerial
su rceas is investigated by Britz (1984b and 1984b).
Significant correlations between the criteria of
management and th(!l>dimensions are fou,nd. It shows
product-moment
centre result:.s
correlation coefficients between
and five specific criteria for
management success to be between 0.55 and 0.62 for
the overall assessment rating. For individual areas
(where the thirteen dimensions are grouped into five
areas) the rati.ng,is between 0.33 and 0.75 (Britz I
1984b, p . 83).
The five criteria for management success referred to
in the previou,s paragraph, are:
3. the management and d~veloprnent of subordinates;
2 goal ~ahievement~
3 the qua:!.ity of actii.onplans ~
4 the quantity of aotion plans; and
5 implementation of action plans.
These results comp ar es well with validity
coefficients for other Assessment Centres discussed
in thl..~previous chapter.
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A longitudinal study conducted of candidates who were
assessed, also show positive results.
3.2.3 The Career Path Appreciati0n procedure
The discussion in Chapter 2 sets the scene for a
procedure that identifies the current and past foints
of balance in coping with complexity. stamp (1988a,
p. ~3) describes this current level of capability as:
the person I s capability at a particular age to
generate and to respond to complexity within the
world, within him/herself and in the constant
worltneeded to keep both in equilibrium.
stamp (1988b, p , 30) describes a Career Path
Appreciation as:
a guided interview with an individual about the
present, past and future of their working life.
The. interview has a doub l,e purpose; it is
concerned with the decision-maker and with
decision ...making. For the decision-maker it
offers a review of working experience and a tool
for development. From the point of view of
decision-making, it offers a review of
capabilities \'1ithin the whole or a part of the
organisation.
Seeing complexi1.~yas a generic work element at all
levels of work r the Career path Appreciation
procedure sets out to observe jUdgement and
discretion in action with minimal instructions and no
:t'ehearsal. The interview includes (in this order)
phrase cards about approaches to work, a sorting
exercise to diScover a sorting rule and an interview
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questioning past work experiences and future
expectations.
The composition of the Career Path Appre~iation
procedure seems to encourage reliability. Both the
interview about work experiences and the .xercier
with the phrase cards are unlikely to be ooacnad by
someone who previously completed a Career Path
Appreciation because the subprocedures are highly
individualised. The sorting exercise has no single
correct answer and the sorting rule is therefore not
revealed to candidates. Because of these factors, as
well as the cross-check~ng between the subprocedures,
candidates' performance in all three subprocedures is
unlikely to be contaminated by previous candidates J
coaching or advice. Formal studies in this regard
have not been conducted.
Through i:he procedure, a person I s present level of
capability is determined and can be plotted agalnst
the growth .nrrvas to identify fU-rurepotential. The
Career Path Appreciatlon procedure can therefore be
seen to:
1 assess the present relationship between a
person's ability to use discretion and the
work he/she performs,
2 consider the history of this relationship,
3 consider the likely future relationship I and
4 create awareness of internal resources which
are available.
The Career Path Appreciation procedure attempts to
use work sampling and work traits as predictors
during the procedure. These characteristics are also
found in the Assessment Centre procedure.
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The Career Path Appreci~tion procedure identifies the
iudividual's current point of balance between his or
her capacity to master the cognitive complexities and
the challenges of specific strata of work. This
point is then matched with the developlnentcurves and
extrapolated to determine the individual's likely
career path.
Age plays an important role in the determination of
the career path. If a young pe rson show a current
ability to master complexity that matches a hiqh
stratum of work he or she will be placed on a steep
career path curve. If an older person show the same
current ability his or her identified caroer path
curve will be relatively flat. There is a diagram of
the development curves in Figure 3.1. Tl".aeffec.tof
age on the determination of a career path curve can
be demonstrated by comparing ft 30 year old with a
current capability of low level IV lplace the
candidate on the borderline between level III and
level IV) with a 40 year old person with the same
current capability. The 30 year old will be on the
middle mode VI career path, While the 40 year old
will be on the high mode IV career path.
In other words, the procedure firstly identifies the
current level (stratum of work) of capabili'l:.y.
Secondly, according to the development curves, likelY
future points of capability are plotted to determine
the path of development. The likely boundary of a
person's career path is referred to as a work mQd~
(stamp, 1986, p . 388). 'L'helevel at Which the
individual's career path should reach maturity
indicates the number of the work mode (refer to
Figure 3.1).
The development curves show on which stratum an
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indi vidual can reach maturity in his or her career
path. This does not mean that the pez-son cUl'rently
operates on that stratum. ~L'heir current capacity
may, depending on factors such as age, be on r.1 level
or eVen levels below their development ~otehtial.
Using Figure 3.1 one can deter~ine that a mode VI
manager wi~l be capable to work on level III at age
25, 011.level IV at age 3!:J, and on level V at age 45.
This is why a career Pelth Appreciaotion zepor ', will
always indicate a person's current. level of actual
work, current level of capability, work mode (or
career path) and age. The current level of actual
Work compared with the ourxerrc level of capabili ty
will indica~e ~urrent overstretching or
undemrt Ll.Laat.Lort (refer to Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2).
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Figure 3.1: Ar.ray of time frame curve§.
Source: Stamp, 1989b, p. 13.
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Each work mode is djvided into bands, namely low,
medium, or high. ~ point of balance can also be
identified as being on the border between two work
modes (such as mode 4 high bordering mode 5 low
[4H5LJ, oz'mode 5 low borderh \]5 medium [5LN~]).
The procedure also identifies the type of capability.
The types of capability are indicated with A, S, C,
0, or E. Someone can 'thereforebe indicated as Mode
IV High D, that is I on a caz-acz path reaching
maturity in the upper fourth stratum of work and
approaching the .V'orl~according to type 0 of tho
dapability 't.ypology.
Brief explanations of the capability types follow.
~Y.PA-A: Knowledge-in-action
Constantly in touch with the work as it progresses
while paying close attention to detail especiallY
through observation. Often a specialist.
~: Trial and error
Relies on current
experience with occasional reflection.
genClralist.
afton a
~_~: Operate and analyse
Alternate hot:woen lmowledgo··in-action and Jmowlodge-
in·"ro:f.loction.create tho context, marShal tho
sa
strengths of others and get involved with the work '):.0
help only if really necessary.
~~P@Q: Logical analysis
Filter immediate experiende through ideas and
concepts. Detached in th(:l sensa that thorough
logical analysis requires.
~~: KnoWledge-in-reflection
LitUe knowledge-in",action. Prefer to look for the
unusual. and original ldoa. Detached from the actual.
Each :Level of worle can be approached through any of
these types of capability. In some cases an
individual may display a comb~,nation of the types in
his or her approach to work. The effEH;:tiveneas of an
individual in the capacity of a manager will be
influenced by his or her capabi.lity type.
'1'he standard senior management Assessment Centre at
the Caroer Development Centre was employed to assess
tha samp1a. fJ.1hestandard caroer Path Appreciation
was employed to appreoiat(~ the sample. In both cases
qualified staff conduct.Eld tho aasaseaentis in their
ncrma; ccuree of duty. Twoseparaue groups of people
administered the two procedures in ordor to minimiso
moderat.l,on of the reoul ts.
All data is used and presonted in such a way as t.o
not roveal t.h.o candido.'t.oo' idorri:lty.
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Through the Assessment centre procedure thp-fo),lowing
data about each case in the sample is obtained:
1 displC'yed behaviour classified in 13 dimensions,
rated in terms of adequacy;
2 dimension ratings cOl\\bined in five managerial.
effectiveness areas;
3 overall Assessment o en tr e performance
(cumulative score).
The career Path Appreciation procedure makes the
following information available:
1 Current capabJ.e level of work~
2 Mode of development (stratu) of maturity);
3 Type of capability (apprC':;."nto work).
Biographical data add:
1 A~e;
2 CUrrent position (and job grading);
3 Several other aspects which are worthwhile to
use for further exploration if comparisons of
the two procedures are i.nccnc LusLve ,
:3 • 3 THE ST.t\TEMENT OF 'rIlE RESF.AR.CH PROBLEMS
The first subproblem is to conduct a concurrent
validation of the Career path Appreciation procedure
as a ~enior management assessment procedure.
This rafers to the criterion-related validity.
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comparisons with Assessment Centre scores
The concumrent; validation wi!.l be conducted by
compar'Lnq the Career Path Apprec':':rtionprocedure with
the recognised senior management assessment procedure
of Assessment Centres.
In this regard The following Career path Appreciation
outcomes are used: work mode (level of capability
where maturity will be reached), current level of
capabili ty I ar.d type of capability. Each of these
outcomes is compared with the following Assessment
Centre scores: total assessment score, the five areas
of management, and the 13 cHmensions.
The concurrent validation will also establish if the
procedures are redundant.
Because there are 31 categories of work mode
indications in the career Path Appreciation data, a
cluster set of this datn is compared separately with
all the Assessment Centre sCOres.
The 31 worl{ mode ca tegor ies are made even more
complex with the addition of the nine possible types
of capability to form the "total score" or career
path indication. A further cluster set, including
both work modes and the capability types are also
compared with all rhe Assessment Centre scores.
The use of the cluster sets wil! help to explain the
relationships found in the comparisons of the
individual scores.
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Comparisons with current Paterson gr.'ade
Another factor the Career Path Apprecl at:i.on can be
compared to is the .l;)aterson job g;:adiog9 of the cases
in the sample. The Paterson post gradings Lndf.catie
on which level of management are the current
positions of the sample. In this way the Paterson
grading is a factor associated with sen.:l.or
management.
The association Df both procedures with the current
Paterson grading of the cases in the sample is
investigated. This investiga'tion aims to establish
which of the procedures has the closer association
with 'this factOr.
The ~esu~ts of the oomparisons will tell if the
procedures indicate that those cases who display
senior management potential are on senior Paterson
grades.
The Paterson grading is an indicator of formal
managerial assessment of a oandidate I s current
ability. As diSCUssed, comparisons of procedures
with formal management evaluation is an accepted
measure to determine external validi'ty.
Comparisons with age
The results of both procedures are compared with age
in order to determine whether the procedures
determines unique factors of potential or only
faotors inevitable because of physiologioal
deVelopment. It is important to note that age is
already a fatJtor in establishing the work mode of the
career path (refer to section 3.2.3 for the
e~planation) .
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3.3.2
The second subproblem is to investigate the
relationship between the Career Path Appreciation
work modes, current levels of capability and the
types of capabiJ.ity. The purpose of:this analysis is
to produce the results of an exploratory
investigation into the Career Path Appreciation
procedure to further' our understanding of the
procedure and to provide further research questions.
3.3.3
3.3.3.1 Comparisons with Assessment centres
Based on the prior research referred to in Chapter 2,
it is hypothesised that there will be a significant
correlation between the results of the two
procedures.
Bo't:hprocedures focus on future management potential.
These are compared to simHar criterj.a in the prior
research ane L~th procedures are found to produce
significant indicators of managerial potential.
Comparisons wi'th Paterson grading
Wh.en oomparing Paterson gracUng and Assessment Centre
scores, the job grades are expected to correlate well
with the scores. the reason fol;'thin being that the
grading is an indication of managerial rating of
present effectiveness as a manager. Prior research
shows that. Assessment Centre scoreD compare well with
managers' ratings.
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:tt is hypothesised that the current levels of
capabili ty measured br t.he Career Path Appreciation
"will s igni ficantly compare with Paterson job
gradings. If candidates are in "flow" (scale of
challenge and scale of capabilities are balanced
[refer to Figure '2.1J) there will be a significant
correlation between the current. level of capability
and the Paterson grading.
The finding of no Significant correlation between
current level and the Paterson grading, or 'che
finding ~f a negative correlation, has one of two
meanings, Either most cases in the sample are out of
"flow" (current capabil.i.tiesand challenges are not
in balance) 01' the procedure is not measuring
accurately and is therefore not valid.
Career Path Appreciation work modes and Paterson job
grading levels are not expected to correlate, because
different paths of development aze identified.
It is hypothlZlsised tha'c types of capability and
Paterson job gradings will not correlate
significantly. The basis for this hypothesis is, as
explained in secMon 3.2.4 that any level of work can
be approached from any of the types of capability.
comparisons with age
It is hypothesised ttnt Career Path Appreciation
outcomes will not oorrelate with age, because the
theoretical basis of th,e procedure determines that
different career paths are followed at different
rates in peoples' development.
It is accepted that:.experience is gathered OVer time.
Older employees may therefore have gathered more over
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the years. t.I'hetype of experience that constitut~
effective managerial b~haviour is specific.
Assessment Centres establi:::;il~lhether those behaviours
are displayed by the candidate~.
It is hypothesised that the Assessment Centre scores
will net ShO~l significant poa i,t:i.vecorrelatiens with
age. tn the discussicn cf prior research about
Assessment Centres (in Chapter 2) results are qucted
which state that several studies found ne correlation
between Assessment Centre results and age.
:3 .4 THE SAMPLE
The sample consists of 319 manaqez s from large
companies who attended the same senior management
Assessment centre and who completed a Career Path
Appreciation. The pcsitions occupied by these
managers are mainly in the fields of engineering,
accounting, information processing, mining, geOlogy,
personnel, administration, and general management.
'rhe companies are mainly in the Anglo American and
oencor groups. All the candidates are assessed to
determine sanio]:'management potential.
The criteria. for inclusion in the samp Le were:
compl.etid.onof both the Assessment Centre and Career
Path Appreciaticn procedures, and an indica.t:lon by
the organisationa.l system that the candidate is to be
considered for assessment of senior management
pctential. This indication could be the opinion of
the candidate's manager, the candidates' own request
(after. due consideration of his/her manager) lOr a
formalised caneez development system. 'l'hissystem
allows candddaces (according to cd teria such as a
specific level of seniority, with specific
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qualif LcacLcns , after a certain period of time) to
attend an Assessment Centre as part of the career
development process. ...n all cases the candidates I
own willingness is an important consideration for
participation.
No other selection for inclusion in the aampl.e took
place.
In seme cases some of the biographical data was not
available. Where appropriate I those cases were not
considered for analysis.
A form of preselection too}~ place in this sample.
It is therefore important co point out that neither
the candidates for the Assessment centres, nor the
candidates :for the Career path Appreciation used in
th.1.s stUdy were selected at. random. They were
specifically chosen for the assessment because they
were considered for possible senior managerial
positions. This is standard procedure in the case of
Assessment Centres and often the procedure in Career
path Appreciation because of tilne I manpower and
financial constraints. This preselection represents
standard procedures in the organisations.
The table in Annexure l shows the distribution of the
sample in terms of age, job grading and the scores
f~om the two procedures. As mentioned earlier, some
data is missing and therefore the number of cases is
indicated. For only 259 cases is Paterson job
grading available. The type of capability for six
cases is not noted. The cluste:t:'ing of the work mode
and type of capability is influenced by this absence
of the type indications and consists of only 312
cases.
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Although from different companies, the cases in this
sample are mainlY from two large corporations in the
mining industry. This factor may limit the
generalisation of the results. Houston I s research
a~out the cul~ure in the mining industrj involved
senior and middle managers from that industry (3.990).
He found that the culture is mainly bureaucratic in a
utilitarian compliance structure.
In conclusion, while not a random sample of all
employees, this sample does represent a good set of
potential manaqez-s from companies in two large
cClrporations.
3.5 STATISTICAL ANALYSES
3.5.1 Important assumptions
Parametric statistical techniques were frequsntly
used in prior research of both of the procedures.
The absence of verification (especially with Career
Path Appreciation data) lead to the more conservative
approach in this resea,rch project. ~.ll data is
therefore treated as ordinal.
3.5.2 compa:r::i~b~._two procedures
The concurrent Validation is achieved through the
comparison of the Career Path,Appreciation procedure
wi th an accepted indicator of f;enior management
potential, namely the Assessment Centre procedure.
This is achieved by comparing the Career path
Appreciation procedure's indication of work mode,
current level of capability and type of capability
with the Assessment Centre scores for each dimension,
with the Assessment: Centre areas of management
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sco~esf and with the ove~all assessment rating. The
technique employed is che Spearman rank correlation
coefficient. .
The cor~elation coefficient is a strength measu.~ement
of the linear relationship between two variables
(Groebner and Shannon, 1989, p. 717).
3.5.3 Furth~r explanation of the comparisons
To fUrther explain the relationship between the two
procedUres cluster s~~~ of work modes and cluster
sets of work modes and types (the "total score II of
the Career Path Appreciation procedure) are used.
A brief introduction to cluster analysis explains the
contribution of clUster sets in the study.
Cluster analysis starts with undifferentiated items
and group them in homogeneous groups (Emory and
Cooper, 1991, p. 655). This study used the K-means
algorithm technique to classify the items in clusters
'rhis results in a minimising of the within-cluster
sum of squa~es (Hintze, 1987, p. 149). Because there
are numerous arrangements, the algorithm finds an
opti18 in which no movement of an observation between
clUsters will reduce the w.i. thin-cluster sum of
squares.
The olusters are compared with +-.hldA'Ssessment Cent~e
scores in the same manner as 'de raw Career Path
Appreciation data.
Career Path Appreciation results are categorised in
31 possible work mode categories and nine
classifications of types of capabilities. Cluste~
analyses may identify the cluster sets assocjated
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with the senior management groupings. The cluste -'
are valuable supporting data which can be compared
with the Assessment Centre scores in or ler to help
explain th~ relationship hetter.
3.5.4 comparisons with Paterson grading
To expand the concurrent validation I the cc.ll:orelations
between Paterson job gradings and the Assessment
Centre totals are analysed.
Paterson gradings (as a known indication of
managerial LeveL) is furthermore compared ~<lith the
Car~er Path Appreciation type of capability (approach
to work) to compare the strength of the linear
relationship between the two variables. 'l'he
statistical technique used here is, like before,
Spea~man's rank correlation coefficient. Both sets of
data are ordinal.
Spearman's rank correlation is also used to compare
the Paterson grading with the current level of
capabili ty. Again, :"'t?thsets of data are ordina.L.
:3.5.5
Scattei' plots are drawn to determine the relationship
between the Career Path Appreciation data I the
biographical data and the Assessment Centre data are
drawn. These plots can be indications of whether any
relationships between two variableS exist {Groebner
and Shannon, 1989, p. 49).
The scatter plots may also serve as a graphic
orientation to the nature of the data in this study.
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3.6 SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL
sf.nee this researoh is mainly axplol:atory in nature,
the signifioanoe level of 0.05 is ohosen. This will
allow an aooeptable level of signitioanoe in the
field of behavioural soienoes when hypotheses are
aooepted.
A signifioance level lower than 0.05 may cause undue
rejection of the hypotheses.
3.7 CONCLUSION
To oonolude this dLacue sLon about tllf'l researoh
appz oach I the hypo che ses are stated without
discussion.
3.7.2 ,9aree:t:~reoiat<i,pn and A§l?l~'p~t.
.G.QD~g~lll.t£i
The results of the two procedures will correlate
signifioantly and positively.
3.7.3.1 Assessment Centre results
The results of tho Assessment Centro and Patorson
grading's will corrcln'\'~t:lsigri,ficnnt:lyand positivoly.
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3.7.3.2 career Path Appreciation current level of
c9pa.bili'ty
The current level of capability will correlate
significantly and positively with Paterson post
g'radings.
3.7.3.3 Career Path Appreciation work modes
The Career Path Appreciation work mOC\CB and Paterson
post gradings will not correlate significantly.
3.7.3.4 The Appreciati~n types of capability
IJJypesof capability and Paterson gradings will not
correlate significalltly.
3.7.4
Assessment centre scores
Assessment Centre scores and age will not correlate
s:l.gnificantly.
Career Path Appreciation results
Cateet' path Appreciation rosults (:L. e. work modes I
current level and type of capabilil;y) an~ age will
not correlate significantly.
Tho comparison ros1.tltsbetween the different sots of
data are prosonted in the next chnpter. Hypothesos
are acccptod or rejectod based on thoso rosults.
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CID\l?TER FOUR
MSEARCH Rl!:SUL'l'S
4 • 1 IN'l.'RODUCTION
Spearman's rank correlation coefficient determined
correlations between all the variables. These
correlations are rE;!port~din this chapter.
Th~ results are presented in the following ordec:
1 Accoptance and rejection of hypotheses1
2 Verification of reliability and internal
coherence of the A~sessment Centre results;
3 Relationshi.psan\ongthe Career path Appreciation
results;
4 'l~heusefulness of the scatter plots.
The decision ru~e for hypothesis rejection an all the
analyses is that the correlation mUst be more
significant than 0.05 in order to be accepted.
Annexure 2 contains the Spearman multiple correlation
coeff.icient matrix with the results of the analysis.
Tables and :C'igurespresents extracts of this matrix
to explain specific aspects related to this study's
aims.
4.2 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE CAREER P,71TH
N?I?RECIN.rION RESU.tlrS AND '.[.lUEASSESSMENT CENTRE
SCORES
Tho purpose of the compari~on of Career I?ath
Appreciation results and Assessment C~ntre scores has
~w" ail!)'). 1"irstlylit aims to conduct, a concurrent
,idation of the Career I?ath Apprer:iation.
"ndlyI it j.nvestigatosthe redundancy oJ:the two
pt'v,::cdures.
T~' car~cr Path Appreciation pr~cedure allows the
user to obtai~ tho work mode (likely path Qf career
development), ourrent lavel Qf capability and the
t~n:.')~ of cap ab L),i ty (approach to work) of an
il'ldividual. Anne)l:uro:3contains an anonymous sampl~
of a Career Patl'lAppreciation report to illustrate
tho outcomes of th~ procedure.
ABS0ssm<!)nt Centre scores ure presented in three
different ways:
1 Thero are scores which reflect performance in
each ono of the 13 behaviour dimensions.
2 The dimensions are combined in five areas of
manaqemerrt , Combination scores are calculated
for each area of managemont.
:3 The AssessmelltCentre total score is the sum of
all the aroas of management Bcores.
Tho hypothesis for tl1is conpaz i aon is that the
results of the two procedures will correlate
signifioantly and positivoly. Thm hypothesis is
accoptod.
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To verify the correlations between the sores, a
cluster analysis of
4.2.2
Work. modas and ASsessmen't Centre scores
The Career Path Appreciation work modes correlate
positively and significantly with all the Assessment
Centre scores excluding the dimensions of empathy I
flexibility and judgement.
Table 4.1 lists the correlations. Although
significant I the correlations ('l>.:plainonly between 3~
and 17% of the variance between variables.
The highest oorrelation is between work mode and the
ASSessment Centre total score (0.44).
Of the ar aas of management- (gl.·ouped dimension
soares), the communioations area (0.42) shows the
highest correlation with work mode. The area of
administrative skills (0.21) shows the low~st
oorrelation with work mode. This area consists of
only one dimension: planning and organising.
Anothel."area of management score which shows a low
correlation with work mode is decision'making (0.27).
It is this area that contains the soores of the
d,i,mansionsof flexibility and judgement.
The highest correlation between work mode and the
dimensions is with oral presentation (0.40).
The second hiqhest corJ~ela.tionis with the dimension
of tenacity (O.J3). The area of drive (of which
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tenacity is a dimension) also has the second highest
correlation of the areas of management with work
mode.
TABLE 4.1: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MODES AND
ASSESSMENT CENTRE SCORES~----------------.--'----------r-------~Assessment
Centre
variable
Correlation
with CPA
mode
l'.; of
variance
explained
Total score 0.44*
brEHiV£i.:
Drive
Decision"'making
Leadership
communication
Administrative
D..im.ensio,.rua:
Self-development
Initiative
Tenacity
Analytioal
Judgement
F'laxi):;)ili't.y
Utilisation & D
Decisiveness
Task-structuring
Empathy
Reasoning power
Ora~. presentation
Planning & org.
19.36
0.38 *' 14.440.27 *' 7.290.29 * 8.410.42 * 17.640.21 * 4.41
0.26 * 6.760.23 * 5.290.33 * 10.890.25 * 6.2'10.08
0.06
0.19 * 3.610.21 * 4.410.24 * 5.760.06
0.28 * 7.840.40 * l.6.000.21 * 4.41
* Significant at the 95% level
current levels of capability and Assessment
Centre scores
Career Path Appreciation identifies the level of worl<
where the candida'te is currem:.ly most capable. It
should ):;)epointed out that the current level is not
an indication of managerial potential, but that work
mo-;le is.
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The correlations between the Career Path Appreciation
current levels of capability and Assessment Centr~
scoreS are shown in Table 4.2.
"Most of the correlations between cur.:r.'entlevel and
ASSessment Centre scor41'Sa1:e significant. curz ent;
level of capability does not correlate with the three
dimensions of empathy, flexibility and judgement.
TABLE 4.2: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CURRENT
LEVEL AND ASSESSMENT CENTRE
SCORES
Assessment
Centre
Variable
Correlation
with CPA
level
Tetal score 0.32*
breas:
Drive
Deci sion-makirlg
Leadership
communioation
Administrative
DimtW,..9ions:
Self-development
Initiatlve
Tenacity
Analytit;al
Judgement
Flexibility
Utilisation & D
Decisiveness
Task-structuring
Empathy
Reasoning power
Oral presentation
Planning & org.
0.28*
0.15*
0.28*
0.31*
0.10
0.1'7*
0.19*
0.3J.*
0.17*
0.04
"'0.02
0.16*
0.20*
0.25*
0.02
0.28*
0.26*
0.10
;:;of
variance
explained
10.24
7.84
2.25
7.84
9.61
2.89
3.61
9 •.61.
2.89
2.56
4.00
6.25
7.84
5.88
* significant at the 95% level
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There is one other dimension that ourrent level does
not oorrolate with: the dimension of planning and
organising (and therefore also the management area of
administrative skills).
There are no signifioant negative oorrelations in
this section.
Types of capabil.i'tyand Assessment Cen'ct"e
scores
'l'heCareer Path Appreciation type of oapability
indicat~e; the candidate's approach to work.
This variaDl~ does not prediot management potential
as all. types can be lassor-iatedwith all. work mcdes .
In specific environments this may however be an
important variable to give an indication of fit into
the environment of the work.
Type of capability correlates significantly with many
of the Assessment Centre scores as indica'ted in Table
4.:)
Comparing work mode clusters with the
Assessment Centre results
The Career path Appreciation ~7ork mode clusters 8how
the same pattern of correlations with the ASsessment
Centre scores as the work modes and the Assessment.
Centre scores. All the significant correlations
between the work mode clusters and the Assessment
Centre soores are however smaller. The three
dimensions that show no correlation with work mode
also shows no correlation with the work mode
clusters.
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The correlations ar8 presented in Table 4.4.
TABLE 4.3: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CPA TYPE OF
CAPABILITY AND ASSESSMENT CENTRE
SCORES
ASsessment
centl;'e
Variable
Correlation
with CPA
type
~ of
variance
explained
Total score
~I':Driv'~
Decision-making
·Lea'Jership
Cbl't'.munication
Adl\\inistrative
D:!'l.1l§:ru;ions:
Self··development
Initiative
Tenacity
Analyt.:l.oal
Judgement
Flexii:>ility
Utilisation & D
Deoisiveness
Task-structuring
Empathy
Reasoning power
Oral presentation
Planning & org.
0.16*
0.13*
0.12
0.12*
0.16*
0.09
0.17*
-0.02
0.13*
0.09
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.13*
0.12*
0.09
0.12*
0.09
2.72
1.74
1.44
1.44
2.56
2.89
1.69
1.69
1.44
1.44
-------
~----------~---~--~--------~~----.__--~* significant. at the 95% level
comparing Career Path Appreoiation clusters
with Assessment Centre results
While there was no correlation between any of the
Career Path Appre.ciation results and the dimension
jUdgement I there is a ..!lignifLc an t Ly posi ti ve
relationship between judgement (0.12) and the Career
Path Appreciation cLusb er a , 'I'hE'JCareel:' Path
Appreoiation olusters are formed by combining the
work made and the type of capability of each case.
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other significant correlations between the Career
Path Appreciation clusters and Assessment Centre
soores are listed in Table 4.4.
trABr' \•4: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MODE CLUSTERS AND
ASSESSMENT CENTRE SCORES, AND CPA CLUSTERS
AND ASSESSMENT CENTRE SCORES
Assessment
Centre
variable
Correlation
with CPA mode
cluoter
Correlation
with CPA
cluster
Total soore 0.13*
Areas:
Drive
Deoision-making
Leadership
communioation
Administrative
Dimensions:
Self-development
Initiative
Tenacity
Analytical
JUdgemel'lt
Flexibility
utilisation & D
Decisiveness
Ts,Sk-str\.\cturing
Empathy
Reasoning power
oral presentation
Planning & org.
0.28*
0.20*
0.20*
0.20*
0.25*
0.16*
0.12*
0.12*
0.18*
0.17*
0.11*
0.07
0.16*
0.13*
0.17*
0.04
0.12*
0.28*
0.16*
*significant at 95% level
0.09
0.14*
0.08
0.13*
0.09
0.08
-0.02
0.09
0.13*
0.12*
0.04
0.09
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.05
0.14*
0.09
Correlations between wOl:'k mode and the
Assesslnen'tCentre clusters
The Assessment Centre total scores are grouped in
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clusters. The correlation score between work modes
and tile Assessment Centre total score clusters
(0.45), supports the correlations found between work
modes and individual Assessment Centre scores.
4.2.2.7 Conclusion
Although all Career Path Appreciation results do not
correlate with all the Assessment CI::lntrescores I the
work mode s show many significant and positive
correlations with Assessment Centre scores. Mode is
also the single Career Path Appreciation indication
of potential. On this basis the hypothesis is
accepted.
4.3 CORRELATIONS WITH PATERSON G~nING
4.3.1 Introduction
Paterson grading reflects the current post grading of
the positions held by the cases in the sample. The
Paterson grading is therefore an indication of
current seniority of candidates. l?ostgrading may
also be an indication of managerial rating of the
candidate's present capability.
'rhe purpose of the LncIusLon of the comparisons
between Career path Appreciation results and
Assessment Centre scores with the current Paterson
post grading is to validate the procedures against
the Paterso; gradings. If the two p:r;'ocedures
correlate positively with one another and with the
Paterson grading, it indicates that they probably
measure the same constructs.
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4.3.2 ~ssessment centre score correlations wi·th
Paterson graging
The hypothesis is that the Assessment Centre results
and the Paterson grading will correlate significantly
and positively. This hypothesis is accepted. The
correlations between Assessment Centre scores and
Paterson grading are significant but small. The
results are listed in Table 4.5.
A number of the Assessment Centre scores correlate
with current job grading. The highest correlation is
with the dimension of task-structuring (0.23). The
lowest significant correlation is decisiveness
(0.13). The correlation between job grading and
Assessment Centre total is 0.22.
Three of the areas of management correlate positively
and significantly with joi; grade. The areas of
decision-making and administrative skills do not
correl~te significantly with Paterson grade.
Nul. vAle of the dimensions in the decision"'making area
of ':.anagel11,mtcorrelates significantly with grade.
Although sevecal Assessment Centre scores do not
correlate significantly with the Paterson gradings,
there are important scores (the total score, three of
the areas of management and five of the dimensluns of
managerial behaviour) that correlate with the
gradings.,
The clusters of Assessment Centre total scores shoW a
significant correlation with the paterson job grading
(0.19)• This finding supports, the acceptance of the
hypothe~is.
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TABLE 4.5; CORREL'l'.I\IONS13ETWEEN PATERSON GRADE AND
ASSESSM~NT CENTRE SCORES, AND AGE AND
ASSESSMENT CENTRE SCORES
'fotal score
AreM:
Drive
Decision-ma.ldng
Leadership
communica.tion
Administrative
Qlmensions.:
Self-development
Initiative
Tenacity
Analytical
J'uclgement
Flexibility
Utilisation & D
Decisiveness
Task~structurinq
Empathy
Reascm:i.ng power
Oral pl.'esentation
Planning & org.
Correlation
with Paterson
grade
0.22*
0.19*
0.07
O. 20\'~
0.20*
0.06
0.16*
0.07
0.22*
0.10
-0.04
0.02
0.10
0.13
0.23*
0.03
0.17*
0.20*
.06
* significant at the 95% level
Correlation
with age
-0.18*
-0.15*
-0.14*
-0.06
-0.16*
-0.16*
"0.14*
-0.06
-0.07
-0.12*
-0.05
-0.06
""0.Q9
-0.04
-0.03
-0.01
-0.06
"'0.18*
....0 16*
4.3.3 caree;!:;'..J2.a.th A,pp+:eq;Lq_t;i.~ast.l;W;:~ ...€.Y1Q.
ffill.:,e;r;:"o;on g:re.9.:ing
Cut'rent level of capability and Pa.terson
grading
The corl:'elations between the diffe:t'ent Career Path
Appreciation results und job grad.ing are presented in
Table 4.6.
'l'he hypothesis states that the Caroer Path
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Appreciation current level of capabili'l:y and Paterson
grading will correlnte significarltly and positively.
'l'he statistioal analysis show that this hypothesis is
acceptable. The correlation of 0.50 between the
Appreciation current level of capability and the
Paterson grading explains 25Sj of the variance.
TABtE 4.6: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CAREER PATH APPREClhT!ON
RESULTS AND AGE AND JOB GRADING - ALL
SIGN!FICANT AT THE 95% LEVEL
variable !liode Level Type ModeC CPAC
Age -0.55 0.34 -0.22 -0.36 -0.19
Job grading 0.27 I 0.50 0.15 0.21 0.13
C "'"Cluster-------------------------------------------------------
4 • 3 • 3 • 2 Workmode and Pa'terson grading
The hypothesis states that work Dode and Paterson
grading will correlate significantly and positively.
This is accepted. 'rho correlation between wO:t.'kmode
and job grading (0.27) explains 7.29 of the variance
between the two variables.
',Vypo0;1: capubil.i,ty and putm::son grading
The hypothesis is that tho Career Path APP.tclciation
type of capability and paterson grading will
oorrelate significantly and positlvely. This is
accepted.
Th(o'lrc is Q significant and positive correlation
battloon tl'lO two variablcs (0 .l5 ) • 'I'l'liGoorrelation
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is however smaller than that of the other two Career
fath Appreciation variables with paterson grading.
4.3.3.4 Clusters of Career Path Appreciation
results and the Paterson grading
The correlations between the work mode clusters
Paterson gradings as well as the Career Path
Appreciation clusters and the gradings are similar to
the correlations between the Appreciation results and
Paterson grading.
All. the correlations in section 4.3.3 are presented
in Tabla 4.6.
4.4 CORRELATIONS WITH AGE
The Assessment Centre scores and the Care&r P~th
Appreciation results are compared with age as a
precaution to ensure t.hat neither of the procedures
measuz-e C'onstrl.lctsthat are merely inevitable factorS
physiological development.
The hypothesis in both caSeS is that the results of
the procedures will not correlate significantly with
age. In both caseS the hypotheses ar~ rejeoted.
The correlati.ons be·tween the Carear Pllth Appreciation
work mode, currerlt l.avel, and type of capability with
o.ge are s i9n1.f Lcan c . Worlt mode and typo of
capability correlate negatj,vely with a<,Jo. cu:t"l:'ent
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level of work achieved a positive correlation t'lith
age (0.34).
All the correlations are listed in Table 4.6.
Assessnlent Centre resul t.s correlate negatively with
age. Table 4.5 shows these correlations.
4.5 CORRELATIONS lJ40NGTHE ASS~SSMENT CENTRE RESULTS
4 • 5 .l. :rntrod'gctigJ1
The i .1vo:;:tigation of the correlation~ among
As~essment Centre results aims to verify the
procedur€l's r.'(lliabllity as discussed in Section
2.2.4.2 !n Chapter 2.
Xhe re~u'lts
The reliability of the Assessment Centre is supported
by the findings here.
The multiple correlations among the 19 variables are
difficult to present in a single table. Annexure 2
contains all the correlations found in the
statistical analysis of the ~ata.
rrhere are positiVB correlatj.on::'?b~tween most of the
dimen.ion scores and the Assessment Centre total
score. Two of the dimensions (judgement and
flexibility) do not correlate significantly with the
Assessment C~ntre total score.
Tho dimension of :judgemcnt correlates significantly
with the dimension of utilisation and developmont
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(0.17) I and with the area of decis ion-maldng (0. 31 ) •
The dimensiou of ju~qement is however one of the
three dimensions constituting the decision-making
area.
Flexibi:i.i ty is another of the three dimensions in t~he
area of decision"'making. This tiimension correlates
significantly with the management area of decision ....
making (0.32). Flexibility, like judgement,
correlates with utilisation and development (0.16)
and also with the dimension of empathy (0.12). This
Ls one of the few dimensions correlating with
empathy.
The empathy dimension correlates with the ASsessment
Centre total score, but there are only a few other
significant correlations. other than with
flexibUi ty I empathy significantly correlates \d th
the dimensions utilisation and. development (0.2:'.) I
task-structuring (0.12), and oral pr~~entat~on
(0.16). Empathy is one of the dimen~ions ir the
management area of leadership. 'l'here is a
significant correlation bet~l1eenthe dime'l1::lionempathy
and this area (0.31). The correlations batween
empathy and the areas of communication (0.16) and
decision-making (0.12) are also significant.
No sJ.gnifieantly negative relationships exist among
the Assessment Centre scores.
the i."1ternal relationshipel betwee"l AS;,'3Sl::lmentCentre
scores indicate reliability. In the rlxt chapter the
scores with tne smallest number of correlations are
discussed furthqr.
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4. 6 CORRELATIONS AMONGTHE CAREER PA'llli APPRECIA'.r:tON
RESULTS
The purpose of the investigation of cor-relations
among the Career path Appreciation results is to
explore the relationships between the three results
and to establish whether an internal coherence among
the scores exists.
4.6.2
The results show definite internal correlations. All
the three results correlate significantly and
positively with each other.
The Career PRth Appreciation clustc.t:'s(ell,lsteraOf
the work mode and types of capability together)
correlate significantly and posi tlve Ly with the
individUal Career Path Appreciation results.
The correlations of w~rlt mode clusters with all the
Career Path Appreciation results are positive and
significant. Table 4:.7 shows the correlations among
the Caroer Path Appreciation results.
'l'ABLE4:. 7 :
CORRELATIONS AMONG CAREER PA'l'HApPRECIA'!'ION
scones - ALL SIGNIFICANT Nl' THE 95% LEVEL
CPA Va:dable
....... - -Mode
Level 0.53 LevelType 0.48 0.34 Type
Mode C 0.71 0.36 0.32 Mode CCPA C 0.42 0.24 0.32 0.5,)
..."""""-~- ~.~ _ ....-._
C CJ Cl.ust.er
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4.7 SCATTER PLOTS
Scatter plots indicate whether a relationship between
two variables exist. In this study scatter plots
show some interestiny relationships between clusters
of data and the raw data.
The data analysis Uses three sets of clusters. Two
of these sets are of Career Path Appreciation
outcomes: the work mode clusters and the clusters of
work mode and type of capability combined (referred
to as Career Path APP;t'edation clul::1ters).The third
set of clusters is assessment centre total scores
clusters.
The scatter plots helped to identify the cases
contained in the clusters. There are specific
clusters of the Career Path Apprl.:)!ciationwadI;.mode
that clearly shOW relationships with higher work
modes I while other clusters are closel: grouped
around lower work modes.
Som-: of the clusters of Career Path Appreciation worll;.
11.,!er.associate with higher Assessment Centre total
S,-,oresand other clusters from the same set do not
ass ..oiate wit.h the higher scores.
None of the clusters is however compared separately
with the rest of the data in this study. The main
purpose of the sets Qf clusters in this study is
therei;ore to act as separate variables whJch are used
to verify ~orrelations where appropriate.
There are several scatter plots presented in AnneXUre
5. Tho$.e may serve as an orientation to the dat.a.
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4.8 CONCLUSION
'lthere are sign,1.ficant and positive correlations
between Career path Appreciation results and
Assessment Centre scores. The correlaticns vary, and
the Assessment Centre total score is always part of
the picture.
The analysis of the rRlationship between both
procedures and Paterson po~~ gradin~ show significant
and positiVe correla~iors.
While the hypotheses with regard to the two sets of
relationships mentioned above are accepted I the
hypotheses with regard to the relationship between
the procedures and age are re j ected.. The
correlations between the Assessment Centre scores and
age aJ:'e negative. The CaJ:'e'arpa.,h Appreciation work
mo'.;(eand type of capability showed significant but
negatiVe correlations.
The presentation of the :r.esults and the accepcance or
rejection ,of hypotheses allow the discussion of the
reSearch :('indings in morlti!detail. In the next
chapter the research findings presented. here ~re
integrated with prior ref:lea,cchto reach conclusions.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The outcome of the analysis presented in the previous
chapter I the theoretical framewoJ:'k and the prior
research is discusse~ in this chapter.
5.2 THE ASSESSMENT CENTRE SCORES
The multiple correlations between the different
Assessment Centre scores shows that each variable
correlates with at least one other variable. Most of
the Assessment Centre variables correlate
significantly with Several other Assessment Centre
variables. There is therefore strong evidence that
this Assessment Centre showS internal coherence (also
called internal validity as :mentioned in section
2.2.6 in Chapter 2).
The correlc:\tionsof the Assessment Centre scores and.
the only external criterion aVailable (managerial
rating in the form of the current Paterson post
grading) are significant and positive for :most
variables. Prior research quoted managerial ratings
as a concurrent factor to indlcat:e the va,lidity of
AsSessment Centre.....This study can present the the
same correlations of its validity.
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5.3 THE CONCURREN~ VALIDATION OF THE CAREER PATH
APPRECIATION PROCEDURE
5.3.1 Mods and Assessment Centre scores
5.3.1.1 Introduction
Only three of the 19 variables of the Assessment
Centre do not show a significant positive correlation
with the work mode (L e. likely career path). All
three of these variables are dimensions which also
show the lowest correlations TN'ith other Assessment
Centre scores.
It is therefore acr::epted that the Career Path
Appreciation, measured r.tgainstthe ASSessment Centre,
is a valid procedure to measure manag..:rlalpotential.
5.3.1.2 The question of redundancy
The question now arises: are the correlations
positive enough ,to say that the Career Path
Appreciation can replace Assessment Contre as a
management potential measure (as recommended by Stamp
[1990, p. 4J)? The anSWer is no, it cannot.
Nlastasi's (1982, p. 145) guidelines state that high
,;:!orrelationsbetween two t.ests mean that the tests
duplicate each other. To indicate redundancy, high
correlations of the Career Path Appreciation results
and Assessment Centre results are sought. AnasbaaL
states further that moderate (not too high)
correlations indicate that the two procedures are
valid indicators of the same domain.
This research found many significant correlations
between the Careel' Path Appreciation result~ and t.htii
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Assess:l1ent Centre scores. None are high enough as to
indicate duplication.
To illustrate this evaluation it is pointed out that
the correlations indicate the percentages of the
variance between variables. In the compe r Lscn
betwep.n the two procedcres the highest correlati,n is
beble(:!n Career Path Appreciation wot']<mode and
Assessment Centre total score (0.44). The percentage
of variance explained by this correlation is 19.36%.
The meaning of the moderate correlation of the two
procedures is that most of what is measured by the
Assessment Centre is not. measuI.:'edby the Career Path
Appreciation. Furthermol"e I there are three
dimensions in the Assessment Centre which do not
correlate Significantly (the 95 per cent level of
Idgnificance is used) with the Career Path
Appreciation. Assuming that these three diltlensions
validly represents aspects of managementI f·.heywould
be left out of any decision based entirely on the
Car~er path Appreciation.
The moderate correlation of the two procedures makes
it possible to accept that the Career Path
Appreciation is probably a valid indicator of the
same domain as Assessment Centres I namely manaqemerrt
potential. The two procedures are sufficiently
correlated to see that they do measure something in
common. we cannoc assume from this that this
something is management pot.ential but he fact that
both the procedures c:orrelate ~.;rith the PatE"':son
grading does support ths.t conclusion. To prove tb.at
both procedures measure manag('i!mentpotential a
longi tudinal study has to bo conducted with <A more
satisfactory criterion t.han currant paterson grade.
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5.3.1.3 Judge?.Qentand flexibili ty
It is mentioned that there are three d.i.menai ons that
do not show significant correlations with work mode.
The dimensions are judgement, flexibility and
empathy.
Interestingly enough, two af these variables, the
dimensions judgement and flexibility, appears (based
on the theoretic~l background) to be linked with the
domain of the cazeen Path Appreciation. AS painted
out, the dimensions of flexibility and judgement :::lUOW
the lowest cozz elatzlon with other Assessment Centre
variables.
Low internal correlations among Assessmunt Centre
results is not problematic if these results correlate
with the criterion. This is the case. Brit.z (1~84b,
p. 83) indicates that the dimensions of empathy and
judgement correlate significantl~- and positively ''lith
all five criteria of manaqement; success (discussed Ln
section 3.:2.2 in Chapter 3). The dimension of
flexibiE ty correlate significantly with two of the
criteria, namely management Of subor~inates and goal
achievement.
The definitions of judgement and flexibility
presented in sectior 2.~.2 of Chapter 2 are not
incompatible with the explanations of discretion in
section 2.3.2.
There are at least two possihle explanations for the
lack of corre La c d on between the Career P",th
Appreciation wor], mode and the dimensions of
jUdgement and floxibility. one explanation has to do
w.ith sample vat'iety and another with the background
of the cases.
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The median score for judgement and flexibility on the
AbSeSsment Centre is 100 (refer to Annexure 1:
Dl"ucriptive statistics). This score represents an
adequate display of the two dimensions of beh"viour.
It may be that the sample is not varied enough to
make the distinction between hi,;),hwork mode cases'
performance on these two variables and lower work
mode cases performance in the variables.
Anastasi (1984, p. 123) states clearly that relation
coefficients are affected by the range of indiviclual
differe~ces in a group. If all the cases in a sample
score very high on cnElvariable, it is unlikely that
that variable ~'1illsignificantly ct;)rrelatewitll
another variable (for that group). The smaller the
range of the sample the less significant tho
correlation between variables.
It ma y therefore be that thi..,;sample is too
homogeneous to distinguish between the two tasts at
least on some of the variables. Scatter plots in
Annexure S 3:'Elpressntthe relationship between a
number of va.riables. Worl(mode and AsseSErment centre
total scores are two of the vBriables. The plots
clearly show the spread of a var!e..bleI such as
judc;.,enlent,with a small range. Compare this to tho
spread of a variable with a widor rango, such as oral
presentation, and tho reasoning becomes oloar.
Another possible explana.tionof tho shortfall on tho
oorrelations is the oulture of t.homining industJ:Y.
The dimensions under scrutiny are judgement,
flexibilit.y and tho third dimension showing no
corrolation wj,thworl<:mode, ('.impathy.Houston (1990)
mcplain~ that tho mini,ng l.nd\\otry(a largo part of
tho aump l.e J.$ fronl this industry) Guffors from
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decision-maki11g that. is rated "not good" because
probJ.ems are often inadequately defined. This
results in quick fixe's (p. 136). He explains further
that tho mining industry has B role culture that
fosters rule ....bcundedneas and discourages risll:-taldl1g
and innovation (p. 191). It is possible tht\t these
phenomena in the sample's industry could discourage
the use of judgement and fl.exibili ty by e:lIployees.
It may also be that the Career Path Appreciation
prooedure can make a specf.a), contribution as to the
understanding anCi prediction of the management area
of decision"'nlaldr,g. This is the area where the
dimensions of judgement and flexibility play the
biggest role.
Communication and drive
The focus is on thoso variables showing tho highest
correlation with the CarGor Path Appreciation work
mode after this attention that the variables with no
correlation roceived.
It will be recaJ.lod that th.e Assessment Centro
rosults consist of thirteen dimensions of managerial
behaViour that combines to form fivB managament
aroas. Tho summod scoras of tho five managoment
areas form the Assessment Contra total score.
Tho Assessment Centro. total score shows the higheGt
oorrelation with C(:u.~eorJ?QthApprociation \<1Orkmode.
This is one of tho main l~oasons why th.e eoncurre'1t
validation of the nppreciation is acceptable.
Amongthe othor Assossment contro rosul to t wot'!. modo
corrolates tho hic;rl'l.estwi uh the manaqomarrt;area of
eemnunicatd.on sldlls. Of tho dimensions I worll:modo
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correlates the highest with oral presentation.
'rhe fact that both work mode t\nd co'mmun:i.cation
skills, together with work mode and oral presentation
have the highest cort'elationI is a point of interest.
The following question arises: can a person with
better verbal ability obtain a higher Career Path
Appreciation score than someone without good oral
presentation Skills? This may seriously affect the
validity of the procedure. On the other hand, it is
a commonly asked in management circles, what is an
Einstein worth if he does not open his mouth?
Communication is an important part of management.
It may be reasoned that the oral presentation score
refers to a prepareQ presentation and this factor
could misrepresent verbal ability. However, the
management area of ccnmuni.catii.on sldlls ccncadrisoral
presentation (prepared) and reasoning power. The
dimension of reasoning patNerrefers to the generation
of spcneanecua convincing arguments.
The score in the management area of communication
s1<:il19correlates highly with the Assessmont Centrm
total score (0.80). This is second only to tho
managerial arep. of drive (0.81). The dimension
correlating highest with Assessment Centre total
score is reasoning pOwer (0.70).
It is clear that communication'"'relatedvariables play
an important role in both the procedures.
Tne management aroa of drivo also correlate wall with
war.],mode (0.38). This is the second highest in tho
ar.cas nf managoment. It io widely accepted that tho
ar-ea of drivo contain:::')tho ltay to sueccss for
managers (Den Ouden, Note 3). This may be true but
the results of this research show that communication
skills are probably just as important.
Effective communic..:3.tionskills plAce managers in "an
enviable" position (Labich, 1992, p. 39).
Work modes and the Assessment Centre total score show
"best" correlatlons with similar variables. While
this may strengthen the relationship between the two
procedures, it indicates that both procedures are
focusing on the same domain.
5.3.1.5 Concluding remarks
On the basis of this research it must be concluded
't.hatthe Career Path Appreciation ,j,sprobably a
procedure that, like Assessment centres, predicts
management potential. But the two procedures are not
so similar that the one can replace the other.
Career Pat.n Appraciation may be a good prescreening
tool for ASsessment Centres (or vice versa). The
Appreciation can also be an additional procedure tn
the domain of managerial potential. The difference
in theory bases I behavioural f~n: Assessment Cel~tres
and cognitive for Career Path Appreciation, supr~orts
the finding that the procedures are complementary
rather than I1lubsti1.1tive;
5.3.2
The t;ype of capability dcas not show positive
correlations w:l.thmost of the Asscssm~mt Centro
variables.
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Assessment Centre theory accepts that different
behaviours reveal different types of approaches to
work and people. The descriptions of the different
dimensions in section 2.2.2 in Chapter 2 suggest that
there are norms ~f acceptable display as for e~ample,
decisiveness. a~haviour can be too dogmatic or too
indecisive. The norm~ describe what is e~pected of
the type of ap proaah appropriate fo!' senior
management. While acknowledgement of different types
of approaches e~ists, the types are not e~plored in
the Assessment Centre conte~t.
The type of capability of the Career Path
Appreciation may be ,I unique contribution when taken
the framework of the two procedures dj.scussed here.
The theory behind types recognises that there are
different types but any person can approach any level
of work from any of the types. Thlilreis, therefore,
a closeness to detail (type A as e~plained in section
4.;3. ;'1 Chapter 2) that can be very successful as
the 'Lu'" c:.fcapability frtliltwhich to pproach high
~...orl( mode strategic activities. On •.e other hand.
there may be a detaohed way to approach operational
activities that allow the operator to look for the
unusual or original idea. The innovative antics of
the baznen in the movie Cock_caiJ, may serve as an
example here. Tho theol.·eticalbase of Career Path
Appreciation makes no judgement about which type of
approach is suited '1:.0 which work modo.
There are some indications (refer to tho scatter
plots in Annexure 5) in the data analysis of the
relationships between types of capability and tho
distribution of Assessment Contre and Career Path
Appreciation rosults in this sample. The trond is
that type A is mora associated wjth cnsee that do not
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,d.splaymany appropriate senior management behaviours
at the Assessment centre. There are also indications
that type C, 0 and E capabilities are more associated
with work modes denoting senior management potential.
Type of oapability makes a decisive contribution as
seen with the dimension judgement. Neither type of
capability, nor work mode correlate with the
dimension judgement. The Career Path clusters, where
work mode and type are clustered together, shows a
significant positive correlation of 0.12 with
judgement. The small range of soores in the
dimension of judgement makes it however impossible to
establish Which judgement scores are associated with
which types or with Which work modes. This matter
remains unresolved.
The type of capabilities assists in the concurrent
validation in the sense that it correlates with the
ASSessment Centre total score, with the areas of
management and with. four of the dLme nsions.
Accordj.nqto Career Path Appreciat.iontheory, type of
capability on its own is however not an indication of
senior managel\\entpotent:i.al.The type of capability
status appears in this :regardsecondary to worl<:mode.
Job grades are the only evidence of the managers'
ass~ssment of candidate ability which is also
available for thh'l research project. It is granted
that the jobs a= : gzadad and not the parson in the
position. The people filling the positions are,
however, dee.med worthy of filling these graded
positions.
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It can also be said that the fact that each candidate
attended the Assessment Centres, is a management
aas easmerrc in itself. The results of both procedures
indicate that there are several candidates who did
not show senior managementpotential.
The candidates were not formally rated by their
managers directly prior to the application of the
procedures so as to es'l:ablish who was considered to
have the most or the least sanior managerial
potential. Job grades therefore remain the most
tangible indication of management assessment.
The comparisons of procedures with Paterson job g.':'ade
show similar significant positive correlatiorls.
Prior research about both procedu:r:es mentioned that
significant correlations with managerial evaluation
exist.
The importance in the research of the correlations in
both cases, and the similarity in correlation, is
that jt confirms the concurrent validity of the
Career Path Appreciat10n proccdure , Independently
the correl.ation between the Career Path Appreciation
or ccome and the job grade confirms the validity of
the Appreciation with a separate criterion, that is
management evaluation.
The correlat,ion between Assessment Centre scores and
the job grade as management eva'l.uav Lon shows further
the Assessment Centre used here lives up to the
validi.ty of: other mentioned centres. This fact:: helps
to justify the use of the specific Assessment Centre
in this FJtudy and it supports the posi 1;1ve resul t6
achieved ..
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5.3.4 Age
pl:'ior zes eaz ch shows that there is no relation
between age and the the predictive validity of
Assessmen~ Centres (Gaugler, et al., 1987, p. 504).
There is also no correla'cion between Assessment
Centt'e results and age (Slivinsky, et al., quoted by
DUlewicz, et al., 1983) as pointed out in section
2.2.2.3 in Chapter 2.
It must again be pointed out that age is all:'eady
considered in establishing a person I s work mode or
career pa'ch , The reason for the negative correlation
\'1ith work mode may be found here. However, type of
cape,bili ty also shows a negative correlation with aqe
a,nd a,ge is not considel:'ed when that the type is
established.
Thel:'e can be three possible explanations for the
negative correlations. Firstly the procedur ~ could
be inadequate. secondly, the cul'ture of the mining
industry (referred \;0 earliel:') can be blamed again in,
the sense that older employees had more time to be
influenced or e~en punished by their work
environment.
The third explanation has the most merit.
Prescl:'eening identifies candidates for assessment of
lilanagement potential. Someone earmarked at 25 for
senior management stands out mot'e than someone who is
identified at the age of 45.
5.4 CAREER PATH APPRECIATION OUTCOMES
'l'here is no reason to doubt the internal coherence of
the Career Path Appreciation outcomes of worl< modeI
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current level and type of capab.i.Lf ty. The cluster
variables support this finding. On the other hand
none of the correlations is so h1gh that it signals
duplication.
since no irregularities are found in the procedure
variables, it can be said that the internal Variables
of the Career Path Appreciation focus on the same
domain.
5.5 CONCLUSION
In Chapter 1 the objectives of this reSearch are
stated. Those questions can now be answered.
Is it redundant to use both procedures?
This concurrent validation shows that Career Path
Appreciation does not explain the ASSaSSll1entCentre
results adequately enough to conclude that there is
redundancy.
Does the Career Path Appr~ciation measure management
potential?
This research found that the Career Path Appreaiation
and Assessment Centres mdasure common constructs.
The f~ct that both procedures correlate with the
Paterson post grading (an aspect associated with
senior management) can be an indication that this
construct is management potential.
Dc'es the Career Path Appreciation show internal
validity?
The three parts of the Career. path Appreciation
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namely the work mode, the current level of capability
and the type of capability I are cohesive in the way
they measure aspects in the same domain. There is no
redundancy among the three parts.
The next chapter will critically l:"eviewthe research
and suggest further study.
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CHAPTER SIX
RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 :tN'H~ODUCTION
In this chapter a brief summary of the research will
lead to recommendations for fUrther research.
6.2 THE REVIEW Oli' APPLICABLE LlrERA'l.'t1RE AND PRIOR
RESEARCH
The prior research and literature related to
assessment centres is well established and
accessible. Even so I some difficulty to estl~blish
the scientific nature of prior research is apparent.
Prior research establishes that the assessment centre
procedure is valid I accepted I and widely used. The
choice of assessment centres as a criterion in a
concurrent validation is therefore probably fa:l.r:1y
safe. Fairly safe is an objeotive in responsible
research. It is felt that in this project, where
concurrent validation is on '.y second choice in
establishing the validity of a procedure t a fairJ.y
safe criterion is necessary.
Literature about the Career Path Appreciation is, for
understandable reasons, diffioult to obtain. Whe
research base of this prooedure is still fairly
small. The theoretical base (the stratified Systems
Theory) is co ntrrov ersial • circulnspeotion is
thert?fore important in approaching the subject.
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FUrthermore, the aim of the rr,;>searchis not to
valid.ate th'3 stratified Systems Theory I but to
establi::;hthe status of the career Path l~ppreciation
as a procedure in senior m~nagement selection.
Owing to the fact that little research has b~en
published, and given the controversy, the decision to
treat all t1ata as ordinal and not inter-val, is
dictated by the conservative nature of scientific
resea~ch. This is ~one in spite of the tendency to
use paral\l~tricprocedures on data in the behavioural
sciences.
The prior research aVailable on both procedures shows
that the the As~~ssment Centre procedure is accepted
as a valid measure of management pot~~tial. Claims
are made that the same substance ~Jvlies to thB
Ca:r:eerPath Appreciation. Although there are seve"al
common criteria used in '':"'.::prior research about. tt""
tWo procedures it fails to validate the Career Path
Appreciation beyond any "\oubt. The Career Path
Appreciation does not enjoy the same respect Ln the
academic .1itera ture as the Assessment Centre
procedure.
The published literature provides enough facts to
formulate testable hypotiheaes and arguments in the
discussion of the results of the testG.
6 • 3 TIlE DATA ANALYSIS AND RESEAllCH RESUV.I.'S
The Spearman rank cOl:'relationcoefficient provides a11
opportunity to conduct multiple corr~lations between
non-parametric v~riables.
A few helpful explanati(1l1sare added.through the use
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of scatter plots.
wj th few surprises the hypotheses can be accepted.
The instances where the hypotheses are not accepted,
are discussed and comment about further research
follows.
The resea.rch resuJ.ts provide. outcomes that support
the concurrent validation of the Career Path
Appreciation procedure. This is fUrther supported by
the posi ti ve relationships between bo":h Assessment:
Centre scores and the Career path Appreciation
outcomes with current job grade.
The Career Patll Appreciation is nc)t however found to
duplicate the Assessm.ont Centre.
High, but. not too high correlatiol'lS bet\~een 't.he thrQe
elemants of tho Ca.reEll: path Appreciatiol'l are found to
establish internal coherence without: dt.:.plication in
the. procedure.
6.4 SHORTCOMINGS OF TlIl:SSTUDY
While the sa:mplc size is large enough to establish
significant and va.lid relat:ionshipcl, the range of the
sample is limited. The sample oonsists mainly of
candidates from two large mining cor~o~ations. Tho
characteristics of the sample are therefore not
Ed,mi J, art (') manago ria]. e ~1'1d i CIate s fro m a 11
;"rganisntions.
Concurrent validation is not: tho post way to
establish validity of a prC}cedure sueh a 1:1 tho
Approciation.
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The fact that prior re3earch about both procedures
excludes some candidat~s from the follow-up studies
in longitudinal research is a shortcoming in the
review of prior research.
G.5 RECOm~ENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
A longitudinal study where all the initial
participants are followed up and drop-outs are not;
ignored, is essential to establish the predictitp.
validity of the career Path l-\pprociation'procedurl>:.
The sample for this study 'r[\ustbe selected with care
to avoid the pitfalls of limited range and lndustry-
specific phenomena.
A longitudinal study wlth a reliable criterion of
managerial success is also required to confirm with
greater confidenoe that the Assessment Centre and the
career Path Appreciation measure sufficiently
di~forent aspects of manager.ial potential to warrant
their both being i11ol1ldedin the aaseasmerrcbattery.
6.5.2
It is regularly omphasisod in this study that the
theory base of tho Carom:'Path Appreciation proccdllro
is the Slcratificd.Syoten,s Theory. :r.tmay therefore
only be valid in larger organisations. Research
about carear path patterns in varied tYPOD and size
o:r:ganisationsis needed to provl,desubst~antiationfor
~he career paths used in the Appreciation.
6.5.3 Oecision-making
The major discrepancies in the correlations of the
wor)<:raode of Career Path Appreciation and Assessment
Centre scores are the dimensions of judgement and
flexibility. ASmentioned, this could be as a result
of the limited range of the sample I s scores in the
tvl0 dimensions. The place of the Career Path
Appreciation procedure in the domain of cognition and
decision-making is not clear. EVen concuz-xerrc
validations in this field may further understanding
of the status of the Career Path Appreciation
procedure.
Quest;lons such a.s the followinq need answers.
Which one Of the explanaz Lcna for the lack of
correlation botween Caraer Path Appreciation work
mOO.f11 as well as the Asscssment Centra scores I and
the dimensions judgement and flexibility is correct?
Arc there differefwes in the cognitive approa.ches to
decision-makinq as practised in major industrias and
also what is the fW,ture of such differonces?
Several factors regarding the c ar e e r Path
Appreciation itsa:lf need clarification. ':t'hose
factors are: the consistency of differtilnt
administrators' assessments (i.o. inter~rater
loliability); the contribution of the phrase and
symboJ. curds; tho influence of the verbal
presentation ability of tho candidates on the
outcomes of the Approciation, the effeat of coaching
by previous candidatos on porformanoo on tho
3.0~
Appreciation; the effect of candidate's managers'
knowledge of the Career Path Appreciation results on
the progress of the candidate.
6.6 CO:tJCLUSION
The ease of application of the Careel:' Path
Appreciation and tbe.wealth of information implied by
its resul ts, signl £y that this proce du re can
revolutionize (sic) the assessment of manage~~nt
potential. The reasons that make this procedure
attractive, exp o ae it to abuse (probably
unintentionally). Thorough scientific enquiry will
pinpoint the value and the loopholes in the Career
Path Appreciation.
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ANNEXURE 1
Descriptive statistics
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ANNEXURE :3
Anonymous Career path Appreciation report
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CPA REPOR'1'
NAME:
DATE1: 2:a/05/91
AGE: 31
SEX: Male
POSITION; Asst Concentrator Manager
GRADE: D3
QUALIFICATIONS: ESc Hons (Birmingham University)
CP,A RESUV,rS:
CURRENT LEVEL: Higtl III
High VWORKING MODE:
TYPE: E
Dave is currently appointed in a D3 role t-Jl1ichis the equivalent
of a mid to high level II! position in strotified Systems Theory
terms. The nature of work at this level focusses on improve-
ment. The individual is a\\lare of a broad picture with many
possible inputs and outputs. He works within a very broad frame-
work of rules and procedures and chooses the most efficient way
of doing things from a number of alternati/e options.
During his CPA interview Dave demonstrated an ability to gener~
ate the cognitive complexity that would be expected at high
level III. He should, therefore, be coping with his current
level of work and may even already be ready for a 04 role in
cognitive terms.
In the symbol card task Dave's approach was to create knowledge
by refJ.ecting on the task - weighing up alternatives quickly and
accurately_
Dave's mode of fUnctioning (~igh V) gives an indication of his
growth potential. He should L~ comfortable with the cognitive
oompl.exity required of a low leve: IV within :.i:5yea.rriland should
oontribute over the full ra.nge of level IV and beyond before
retirement. .
-:',-
Dave shews extremely 900d potential in cognitive terms andshould he carefully developed to ensuzo that he maxinlisesth:tsinherent potential. The CareE;lrDevelopment Centre results mayhelp to determine areas where he ma~ need some fu~ther davelop~mente
Personality, work performance, circumstances, etc, hav~ howevernot been measured and may i:nfluenr-~the realisation of hd.s poten-tial to some degree.
YT030ES01/dh
ANNEXURE 4
Career Path map
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ANNEXURE 5
Sdatter plots
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Scatter plot: Vertical: AC dimension of utilisation and
development
Horizontal: Work modes
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